Recommended

Christopher Page & The Gothic Voices

*Title:* The Earliest Songbook in England. (1 CD) (Hyperion)

*HYP 55297 $12.99 $10.99*

“Another happy triumph for Christopher Page and his team. As usual with Gothic Voices the singing is seamless and utterly beyond criticism. A perfect hour’s listening.” -International Record Review

“...this is a permanent addition to any good medieval collection” -Fanfare

Chopin: Etudes Op. 10 & 25 / Pollini

*Artists:* Maurizio Pollini (Pno) (1 CD) (Testament)

*TES 1473 $22.49 $20.49*

“It’s utterly superb: there’s a freshness about Pollini’s playing, a spontaneity that’s absent from his more magisterial later Chopin, and his technique is even more dazzling, too. If there’s a more naturally musical and immaculate recording of the Studies than this 1960 account, then I have yet to hear it.” -The Guardian

Richard Strauss: Die Liebe der Danae

*Artists:* Andrew Litton/ Deutsche Oper Berlin Orch. & Chorus. Manuela Uhl; Matthias Klink; Burkhard Ulrich; Thomas Blondelle; Mark Delavan. (2 DVD-Video) (Arthaus DVD)

*2AHM 101580 $42.99 $38.99*

“...Consummately Richard Strauss then, and this performance amply demonstrates the qualities and strengths of an opera that, like much of the composer’s late work, remains largely unknown, underperformed, underrated and surely ripe for rediscovery.” -Opera Journal

Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante for Winds / Abbado

*Works:* Mozart: Concerto for Flute & Harp; Sinfonia Concertante for Winds. *Artists:* Claudio Abbado/Orchestra Mozart. (1 CD) (DG)

*DG B001550502 $20.98 $17.98 Special Low Price!*

“...Abbado’s supreme affinity for Mozart ensures that these are some of the most satisfying and energising performances you will ever hear.” -BBC

A Tribute to Fritz Kreisler

*Artists:* Ferras, Heifetz, Kreisler, Kremer, Mintz, Mutter, Oistrakh, Ricci. (1 CD)

*DGG B001637702 $20.98 $15.98 On Sale*

“This set, with 42 tracks totaling more than two hours of music, juxtaposes recordings made by Kreisler in his prime (1910-1913) with reinterpretations by modern admirers of his compositions and arrangements.” -Broadwayworld.com

Romantic Violin Concerto :: Vol. 11


*HYP 67892 $20.99 $18.99*

“It’s remarkably beautiful, and Tanja Becker-Bender does some wonderful things with it, shaping its lines with great lyrical force and a tremendous sense of drama.” -The Guardian

Rachmaninov from Ashkenazy

*Works:* Rachmaninov: Piano Sonata No. 1; Chopin Variations. *Artists:* Vladimir Ashkenazy (Pno) (1 CD)

*DEC B001639102 $20.98 $15.98 On Sale*

“Vladimir Ashkenazy has been recording the music of Rachmaninov for over forty years as pianist and conductor, but here he records two of the composer’s bigger works for piano for the first time. The First Piano Sonata may be a tougher nut to crack interpretatively than the Second, but as Ashkenazy shows the rewards can be great.” -Classical Source

Petrenko conducts Rachmaninov


*EMI 790192B $17.98 $15.98*

“Petrenko and the RLPO also identify the zest, the orchestral lucidity and the rhythmic thrust that marked the composer’s later years. An exhilarating performance.” -The Daily Telegraph

This will be the first of a run of exciting releases focusing on the Russian music of Petrenko’s heritage.
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Featured New

New Rachmaninov Recordings from Ashkenazy
(1 CD) DEC B001639102 $29.99 $15.98 On Sale
“Vladimir Ashkenazy has been recording the music of Rachmaninov for over forty years as pianist and conductor, but here he records two of the composer’s bigger works for piano for the first time. The First Piano Sonata may be a tougher nut to crack interpretatively than the Second, but as Ashkenazy shows the rewards can be great.” -Classical Source

Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto / James Ehnes
Artists: James Ehnes (Vln); Vladimir Ashkenazy / Sydney Symphony. (1 CD) NYX 4076 $22.49 $20.49
“Ehnes brings a lovely conversational quality to his dialogue with the orchestra. He’s balanced realistically against them, and it allows you to appreciate the sometimes rugged charm of the orchestral writing as Ehnes soars eloquently overhead... a Tchaikovskian’s delight.” -BBC

Britten, Seiber, Fricker, Walton: Music for Voice & Guitar / Peter Pears & Julian Bream
(1 CD) NEWC 8802095 $15.99 $11.99 On Sale
“Peter Pears gives the words their full due, and sings with sensitive mastery, while Julian Bream plays with unfailing affection... His folk-song arrangements are delightful... enthralling music and superb performances and splendid quality makes this out-of-the-way record a joy.” -Gramophone

Dvořák: Cello Concerto / Zuill Bailey; Jun Markl
(1 CD) TLC 32927 $20.98 $17.98
“His playing was consistently well-focused to emphasize the intimacy of the solo role. The lyrical writing prominent in all three movements was sustained with deep feeling, and its virtuoso contrasts -- the rapid figuration, delicately patterned string-crossings, treacherous sliding double stops and crystalline trills -- shone without sounding effortful.” -The Indianapolis Star

Maurizio Pollini's 1960 Chopin Études
(1 CD) TES 1473 $22.49 $20.49
“All lovers of great piano-playing will need to add this to their collection” -BBC
“It’s utterly superb: there’s a freshness about Pollini’s playing, a spontaneity that’s absent from his more magisterial later Chopin, and his technique is even more dazzling, too. If there’s a more naturally musical and immaculate recording of the Studies than this 1960 account, then I have yet to hear it.” -The Guardian

Richard Galliano Plays Nino Rota
(1 CD) DGG B001637602 $20.98 $17.98
“Jazz musician Richard Galliano shows this much-maligned and abused instrument at its best--you know, recalling those enticing scenes of old-world cafés, lonely, narrow, meandering streets, and many moods of love and longing... Most people I know do not have an accordion disc on their list of next CD purchases; but what about a really cool, jazz-flavored program of some of the best, most memorable music of our lifetime? Have I convinced you? Just let me say that this is an offer that you shouldn’t refuse.” -Classics Today (10/10)
Releases

Szymanowski: Violin Concerto & Symphony No. 3
*Artists:* Christian Tetzlaff (Vln), Pierre Boulez/Vienna PO. (1 CD)
*DGG B001469102 $29.98 $17.98*

"Szymanowski’s hyper-elaborate glowing textures are perfectly suited to Boulez’s fastidiously sensuous conducting style. The performance of the Violin Concerto is certainly a marvel." -The Times "Definitely a disc of the year." -The Observer

Rachmaninov: Symphony No. 3; Vocalise / Vasily Petrenko
*Artists:* Vasily Petrenko/Royal Liverpool Philharmonic. (1 CD)
*EMI 790192B $17.98 $15.98*

"Petrenko and the RLPO also identify the zest, the orchestral lucidity and the rhythmic thrust that marked the composer’s later years. An exhilarating performance." -The Observer

The Romantic Violin Concerto, Vol 11: Reger
*Artists:* Tanja Becker-Bender (Vln), Lothar Zagrosek/Konzertausorchester Berlin. (1 CD)
*HYP 67892 $20.99 $18.99*

"It's remarkably beautiful, and playing that’s as effective in Beethoven as it was in the outstanding Schumann disc with which he really made his name four years ago... for those who stay the course, this could be a Beethoven cycle to treasure." -The Guardian

Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Vol.1 / Jonathan Biss
*Works:* Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Nos. 5, 11, 12 & 26. (1 CD)
*NXY 4082 $23.49 $18.99*

"There's a wonderfully unforced quality to Biss's performance that's as effective in Beethoven as it was in the outstanding Schumann disc with which he really made his name four years ago... for those who stay the course, this could be a Beethoven cycle to treasure." -The Guardian

Alison Balsom: Seraph / Arutiunian, MacMillan, Takemitsu, Zimmermann
*Artists:* Alison Balsom (Trumpet), BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Lawrence Renes. (1 CD)
*EMI 785902 $47.98 $15.98*

"What really makes this performer so magnetic and distinctive is the quality of the notes that tumble so effortlessly from whatever trumpet she holds in her hands, and whatever music she plays. [...Zimmermann's] stylistically eclectic, passionate plea for racial harmony makes an immediate impact, especially when jazz kicks in and the music excitingly hurtles forward two thirds of the way through." -The Times

Historic Met Operas on Sony

Verdi: Ernani (1962)
*Artists:* Carlo Bergonzi (Tnr); Leontyne Price (Sop); Cornell MacNeil (Bar); Giorgio Tozzi (Bass). The Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus/Thomas Schippers. (2 CD) *2SNYC 909992 $18.49 $16.49*

Verdi: Luisa Miller (1968)
*Artists:* Montserrat Caballe (Sop); Richard Tucker (Tnr); Sherrill Milnes (Bar); Giorgio Tozzi (Bass); Ezio Flagello (Bass). The Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus/Thomas Schippers. (2 CD) *2SNYC 909994 $18.49 $16.49*

Pagliacci & Cavalleria Rusticana (1964)
*Artists:* Eileen Farrell (Sop); Richard Tucker (Tnr); Cesare Bardelli (Bar); Lucine Amara (Sop); Franco Corelli (Tnr); Anselmo Colzani (Bar), The Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus/Nello Santi. (2 CD) *2SNYC 909992 $18.49 $16.49*

Donizetti: l’Elisir d’amore (1966)
*Artists:* Roberta Peters (Sop); Carlo Bergonzi (Tnr); Frank Guerra (Bar); Fernando Corena (Bass). The Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus/Thomas Schippers. (2 CD) *2SNYC 9099912 $18.49 $16.49*

Tribute to Fritz Kreisler
*Artists:* Ferras, Heifetz, Kreisler, Kremer, Mintz, Oistrakh, Ricci. (1 CD) *DGG B001637702 $20.98 $15.98 On Sale*

"Today, when the old national schools of violin playing have coalesced into a single style, it is difficult to appreciate that such extraordinary individuals once bestrode the concert platform. This set, with 42 tracks totaling more than two hours of music, juxtaposes recordings of Kreisler in his prime (1910-1913) with reinterpretations by modern admirers of his compositions and arrangements." -Broadwayworld.com

Mompou: Spanish Songs & Dances / Alicia de Larrocha
*Artists:* Alicia de Larrocha (1 CD) *NEWC 8802096 $15.99 $11.99 On Sale*

"As one who knew Mompou well and was the dedicatee of some of his pieces... Alicia de Larrocha is in a unique position as an interpreter of his music, of which she again shows herself here a splendid champion... Larrocha’s performances and the warm, natural recorded piano sound are both in the highest class." -Gramophone
New Naxos For February

Symphonic Additions To The American Classics Series

William Grant Still: Symphonies Nos. 2 & 3; Wood Notes

Artists: John Jeter/Fort Smith SO.
(1 CD) NXS 8559676 $10.99 $9.99

Still rose from humble beginnings to work as an arranger while studying composition with Chadwick and Varèse. Still embraced the blues, spirituals, jazz, and other ethnic American musics within classical forms. This disc completes the Naxos cycle of William Grant Still's Symphonies.

Paul Moravec: Useful Knowledge; Vita Brevis / Amy Burton, soprano
(1 CD) NXS 8559698 $10.99 $9.99

This program of musical portraits by Pulitzer Prize-winner Paul Moravec encompasses a song cycle, a cantata and a solo piano work. Moravec’s tribute to Benjamin Franklin, Useful Knowledge, is a soliloquy cum fantasy that celebrates Franklin’s pioneering rationality with music of dexterous imagination.

John Philip Sousa: Music for Wind Band, Vol. 10 / Brion
Works: John Philip Sousa (1854 - 1932): Anchor and Star; Beau Ideal; Free Lance; Humoresque on Look for the Silver Lining (after Kern); Jazz America; Op 43 “Sinfonia Sacra”.

Artists: Keith Brion/Royal Norwegian Navy Band.
(1 CD) NXS 8559397 $10.99 $9.99

This tenth volume of Sousa’s complete works for wind band under the ‘energy and precision’ (ClassicsToday.com) of Keith Brion’s directorship includes a remarkably descriptive Humoresque, the rare Jazz America fantasy from 1925, and the People in Glass Houses Suite on the subject of various varieties of alcoholic drink, complete with popping corks.

Krzysztof Meyer: String Quartets, Vol. 2
(1 CD) NXS 8572656 $10.99 $9.99

The Wieniawski Quartet’s recording of Meyer’s Quartets Nos. 5, 6 and 8 (NXS 8570776) was welcomed as an ‘exciting issue of very stimulating music’. (MusicWeb International)

Howard Hanson: Symphonies Nos. 4 & 5; Elegy / Schwarz
(1 CD) NXS 8559703 $10.99 $9.99

Hanson’s symphonic cycle reached a profound spiritual crux at the time of the Fourth Symphony, which was written, in effect, as a Requiem for his father. It journeys from turbulence to the simplicity of resolution, in a way both characteristic and also deeply moving.

Ernesto Cordero: Caribbean Concertos / Pepe Romero; Guillermo Figueroa
Works: Ernesto Cordero (1946 - ): Concertino Tropical, for violin & string orchestra; Concerto Festivo, for guitar & string orchestra; Insula. Artists: I Solisti di Zagreb. Pepe Romero (Gtr); Guillermo Figueroa (Vln).
(1 CD) NXS 8572707 $10.99 $9.99

Puerto Rican composer and guitarist Ernesto Cordero dedicated his Concierto Festivo to celebrated soloist Pepe Romero, who describes the work as having ‘divine inspiration’. These works derive their warmth of expression and rhythmic influence from the composer’s native Caribbean island, and the two violin concertos Insula and Concerto Tropical both contain descriptive elements from landscape and nature.

Cimarosa: Keyboard Sonatas, Vol. 2 / Victor Sangiorgio, piano
Works: Domenico Cimarosa (1749 - 1801): Keyboard Sonatas in A major, R. 22; in A major, R. 35; in B flat major, R. 23; in B flat major, R. 26; in B flat major, R. 29; in B flat major, R. 34.
(1 CD) NXS 8572689 $10.99 $9.99

These attractive, smallscale works were probably intended for study purposes or for domestic performance. The crystalline brilliance of many of the fast outer movements is very appealing and the slow movements, although somewhat conservative in style, often possess a surprising expressive depth.

Ignacio Cervantes: Danzas Cubanas / Cendoya
Artists: Alvaro Cendoya (Pno).
(1 CD) NXS 8572456 $10.99 $9.99

Cervantes’ pieces, which display a similar swing and verve to Scott Joplin’s ubiquitous Rags, synthesize Cuban local humor and color with the Romantic aesthetic of Chopin. Their titles range from the poignant Adiós a Cuba, to the laughter of La carcajada.
These accessible and stimulating pieces span the composer’s career, from the romantic early Music in Four Movements to the Mini-Miniatures of 2010, which are dedicated to Pablo Amorós. A prize-winner in various national and international competitions, Pablo Amorós has specialized in romantic and contemporary repertoire.

Rimsky-Korsakov: Orchestral Suites / Schwarz, Seattle SO

Works: Suites from: Le Coq d’Or; Mlada; Sadko; The Snow Maiden.
(1 CD) NXS 8572787 $16.99 $9.99

Rimsky-Korsakov's orchestral genius shines through in his colorful operatic suites. Gerard Schwarz’s recording of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sheherazade (NXS 8572693) with the Seattle Symphony was described as ‘absolutely terrific’ by Classics Today.

Joly Braga Santos: Alfama; Symphonic Overture; Elegy; Three Symphonic Sketches

Works: Joly Braga Santos (1924 - 1988): Alfama, ballet suite; Elegia a vianna da motta; Symphonic Overture no 3; Symphonic Sketches (3); Variations for orchestra. Artists: Alvaro Cassuto/Royal Scottish Nat’l Orch.
(1 CD) NXS 8572815 $10.99 $9.99

Joly Braga Santos composed in a wide variety of forms, faithfully mirrored in this selection of his highly appealing music. The Elegy was written for his famous compatriot, the pianist Vianna da Motta, whilst the Symphonic Overture No. 3 utilizes his own brand of folkloric material.

Peter Philips: Cantiones Sacrae Quinis et Octonibus Vocibus / Sarum Consort

Works: Peter Philips (1561 - 1628): Ave gratia plena, motet; Ave Jesu Christe; Ave Regina Caelorum, antiphon; Beata Agnes, motet; Cantiones sacrae, pro praecipuis festis totius anni et communi sanctorum; Christus resurgens, motet.
Artists: Andrew Mackay / Sarum Consort.
(1 CD) NXS 8572822 $16.99 $9.99

Much of Philips’s life was spent on the Continent, where he wrote music of intricate, text-conscious colour, both deeply expressive and architecturally powerful. His motets and anthems, whether celebratory, meditative or dramatic, embrace the widest range of feeling and texture.

Piazzolla: Music for Solo Trombone & Ensemble / Achilles Liarmakopoulos, trombone

Works: Astor Piazzolla (1921 - 1992): Enrico IV: Escualo; Histoire du Tango; La muerte del Angel; Le Grand Tango; Michelangelo 70. Artists: Hector Del Curto (Bandleader); Octavio Brunetti (Pno); Achilles Liarmakopoulos (Trb); Arnold Choi (Cl); Samuel Adams (Db Bss).
(1 CD) NXS 8572596 $10.99 $9.99

Handel: Messiah / Burdick, The Trinity Choir

Artists: Owen Burdick. Benjamin Brecher (Tnr); James Martin (Tnr); Robert McLeod (Tnr); Bethany Hodges (Sop); Janine Ultrlette (Sop).
(2 CD) NXS 8554511 $21.99 $19.99

Calling upon a lifetime’s experience and upon every reliable manuscript, Owen Burdick, Organist and Music Director at historic Trinity Church, is joined by his celebrated choir composed of twenty of New York’s finest professional singers, in a performance that reveals the timeless majesty of this popular masterwork.

Richter: Sonatas for Flute, Harpsichord & Cello, Vol. 2

Works: Franz Xaver Richter (1709 - 1789): Andante for keyboard in F major; Praeludium for keyboard in C major; Sonata for flute, cello & harpsichord no 5 in F major; Sonata for flute, cello & harpsichord no 6 in G minor; Sonata for flute, cello & harpsichord in C major, Op. 2/4. Artists: Aapo Häkkinen (Hpsl); Pauliina Fred (Flt); Heidi Peltoniemi (Cio).
(1 CD) NXS 8572030 $10.99 $9.99

Franz Xaver Richter’s Sonate da camera have many of the same musical characteristics that make his symphonies so distinctive: ingenious part-writing, rich, expressive harmonies and delightfully unexpected melodic twists. Probably composed by Richter in the late 1750s, these remarkable works are firmly rooted in the Baroque trio sonata tradition yet contain subtle echoes of the new musical language being developed by his colleagues in the famous Mannheim court orchestra.


(1 CD) NXS 8571288 $10.99 $9.99

‘We are in the presence of one of the greatest virtuosos of our time. I do not see in her generation any other pianist who possesses an equal mastery of the keyboard, in the service of such a mature mind so rich in imagination.’ - Marc Pincherle, Nouvelles Litteraires (1959)

Liszt: 12 Grandes Etudes / Idil Biret Solo Ed., Vol. 3

Works: Liszt: Transcendental Etudes (12) for Piano, S 139.
(1 CD) NXS 8571287 $16.99 $9.99

J anacek: Glagolitic Mass; Sinfonietta / Antoni Wit

Artists: Antoni Wit/Warsaw PO. Wojciech Adalbert Gierlach (Bass), Ewa Marciniè (Mezzo), Timothy Bentch (Tnr), Christiane Libor (Sop), Jaroslaw Malanowicz (Organ).
(1 CD) NXS 8572639 $16.99 $9.99
New Releases By

2L Productions

In Folk Style [SACD+BluRay]


Artists: Trondheim Soloists (Trondheimsolistene). Gjermund Larsen (Fiddle). (2 ECD) (2 L Records)

2L2L 0685ABD $37.49 $33.49

Kind [Blu-Ray Audio plus Hybrid SACD]


2L2L 076 $37.49 $33.49

Ensemble 96 is regarded as one of the top chamber choirs in the world. Their Immortal NYSTEDT was nominated for the 49th American GRAMMY Awards as “Best Choral Performance” and “Best Surround Sound Album” in 2006.”

Castaldi: Ferita d’Amore - Music For Theorbo / Evangelina Mascardi

Works: Bellerofonte Castaldi (1580 - 1649): Arpesca, for theorbo; Capriccio detto Bischizzoso; Capriccio detto cerimonioso, for theorbo; Capriccio detto svegliatoio; Cecchina, for theorbo; Dunque Clorida, for theorbo. Artists: Marco Beasley /Monica Pustilnik. Marco Beasley (Tnr). (1 CD) (ACA-Arcana (Outhere)

ACAN 368 $20.99 $18.99

Albany

Florence Price: Concerto in One Movement; Symphony in E minor / Karen Walwyn


ALB 1295 $18.99 $16.99

La S咔line Porte: Voix d’Istanbul, 1430 - 1750 / Savall, Figueras, Elmalch

Works: Tanburi Angeli: Rehavi Cember, taksim & Savall, Figueras, Elmalch


ALIU 011 $22.49 $20.49

J.S. Bach: Concertos for various instruments, Vols. 1-6 / Café Zimmermann

Works: J.S. Bach: Brandenburg Concerto nos 1-6; Concerto for 2 harpsichords, BWV1061; Concerto for harpsichord no 4, BWV 1055; Orchestral Suite nos 4, BWV 1069. Artists: Café Zimmermann. Pablo Valetti (Vln); Céline Frisch (Hpsi); Anna Fontana (Hpsi); Constance Boerner (Hpsi); Dirk Boerner (Hpsi). (1 CD) (Alpha Productions)

AHP 181 $20.99 $18.99

J.S. Bach: Concertos for various instruments, Vols. 1-6 / Café Zimmermann

Works: J.S. Bach: Brandenburg Concertos nos 1-6; Orchestral Suites nos 1-4; Concerto for 2 harpsichords, BWV1061; Concerto for harpsichord BWV 1052a; BWV 1056; Concerto for Oboe d’Amore BWV 1055; BWV 1053R; Concerto for Violin BWV 1041 & 1042; Concerto for 2 violins BWV 1043; Concerto for 3 harpsichords BWV 1063 & 1064; Concerto for 2 harpsichords BWV 1061; Concerto for flute, violin and harpsichord BWV 1044. Artists: Café Zimmermann. Amandine Beyer (Vln); David Plantier (Vln); Patricia Gagnon (Vla); Sabine Bouthinon (Vla); Claire Cachia (Vln). (6 CD) (Alpha Productions)

6AHP 811 $65.99 $59.99

American Games / works for wind band


ALSM 60842 $16.99 $16.99

Andreas Haefliger: Perspectives 5 / Beethoven & Liszt


2AIE 2239 $25.99 $23.99

“Haefliger is impressive in the fugue [of the Hammerklavier], but his opening movement is rather careful, stressing strength at the expense of sweep and momentum...The subtlety of Haefliger’s tonal palette serves him well in the more intimate pieces in the Swiss volume of Liszt’s Années de pelerinage” - BBC Music Magazine
Dutch Cello Sonatas, Vol. 4: Schafer, Bosman, Hekking / Doris Hochscheid, Frans van Ruth

AUXM 9031703 $18.99 $16.99

Harmonia Celestis: Johann Sebastian Bach & Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Works: J.S. Bach: Concerto for Oboe and Violin, BWV 1060; Concerto for Oboe d'Amore, BWV 1055; Kantate, BWV 12 “Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen”; Kantate, BWV 21 “Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis”; W.A. Mozart: Concerto for Oboe, K 314; Zadie, KV 336b. Artists: Jörg Faerber/Budapest Strings; Stuttgart RSO Strings. Lajos Lencsés (Oboe); Mila Georgieva (Vln); Annette Schutz (Oboe). (1 CD) (Bayer)

BYR 100372 $22.49 $20.49

BIS

Schumann: 3 Violin Sonatas / Ulf Wallin, Pontinen

Works: Robert Schumann: Sonatas for violin & piano nos 1-3. Artists: Roland Pöntinen (Pno); Ulf Wallin (Vln). (1 SA CD) (BIS (Sweden)

BIS 1784 $20.99 $16.99 On Sale

Per Norgård: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 & 2; Spaces of Time / Herresthal, violin

Works: Per Norgård (1932 - ): Borderlines (Violin Concerto no2), for violin, strings & percussion; Helle Nacht, concerto for violin & orchestra; Spaces of Time, for orchestra. Artists: Rolf Gupta/Stavanger SO. Peter Herresthal (Vln); Ida Mo (Pno). (1 CD) (BIS (Sweden)

BIS 1872 $20.99 $16.99 On Sale

Bach: Cantatas Vol. 50 - Cantatas 49, 145, 149, 174 / Blazikova, Blaze, Suzuki

Works: J.S. Bach: Cantata no 145, “Ich lebe, mein Herze, zu deinem Ergötzen; Cantata no 149, “Man singet mit Freudem von dem Sieg; Cantata no 174, “Ich liebe den Höchsten von ganzem Gemüte; Cantata no 49, “Ich geh und suche mit Verlangen. Artists: Masaaki Suzuki/Bach Collegium Japan. Robin Blaze (CtnTrn); Gerd Türk (Tnr); Peter Kooij (Bass); masaaki Suzuki (Organ); Ryo Terakado (Vln). (1 SA CD) (BIS (Sweden)

BIS 1941 $20.99 $16.99 On Sale

Dancas Brasileiras / Levy, Nepomuceno, Villa-Lobos


BIS 1430 $20.99 $16.99 On Sale

Recommended

Dvorák: Cello Concerto / Zuill Bailey, cello; Markl

Works: Dvorak: Concerto for Cello. Artists: Jun Markl/Indianapolis SO. Zuill Bailey (Cio) (1 CD) (Telarc)

TLC 32927 $20.99 $17.98

“This playing was consistently well-focused to emphasize the intimacy of the solo role. The lyrical writing prominent in all three movements was sustained with deep feeling, and its virtuoso contrasts — the rapid figuration, delicately patterned string-crossings, treacherous sliding double stops and crystalline trills — shone without sounding effortful. Guest conductor Jun Markl fashioned a stirring accompaniment for Bailey, fiyry in full-orchesra passages where the soloist is silent, but always colorful and supportive when the easily covered cello needs to be heard” - The Indianapolis Star

Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto / James Ehnes

Works: Tchaikovsky: Concerto for Violin & Orchestra. Artists: Vladimir Ashkenazy /Sydney SO. James Ehnes (Vln) (1 CD) (Onyx Classics)

NYX 4076 $22.49 $20.49

“Even in the bravura passages, James Ehnes’ bowing seems calm and effortless. Elegant and technically adept. Ehnes is never tempted into over-emotional flourishes: each phrase is precisely measured. It’s not a cold performance - it is, after all, Tchaikovsky. But Ehnes never lets that act as an excuse for overplaying, as demonstrated by the solo passage 10 minutes into the first movement, a knife edge dance of subtle and illuminating dexterity.” - The Independent

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 15 / Bernard Haitink

Works: Shostakovich: Symphony No. 15 / Bernard Haitink/Royal Concertgebouw Orch. (1 SA CD) (RKO Live)

SNYC 11003 $22.49 $20.49

“This performance of Shostakovich’s final symphony tests both to Bernard Haitink’s searching way of interpreting the Russian composer and to the orchestra’s ready appreciation of the emotional range that the Fifteenth embraces.” - The Daily Telegraph

French Impressions / Joshua Bell, Jeremy Denk

Works: César Franck: Sonata for Violin and Piano in A major; Ravel: Sonata for violin & piano no 2; Saint-Saëns: Sonata for violin & piano no 1. Artists: Joshua Bell (Vln); Jeremy Denk (Pno). (1 CD) (Sony Classical)


“Joshua Bell plays with fire and finesse, with Denk a powerful ally. Franck’s dark-light violin sonata, mysterious, ardent and far more than the sum of its parts when played as majestically as here, forms the centrepiece of this seriously beguiling disc. A first essential purchase for 2012.” - The Observer
Absconditus: Music by Sidney Corbett / Sarah Plum, violin

**Works:** Sidney Corbett (1960 - ): Absconditus, for violin & cello; Archipel Chagall 1, for violin; Detroit Chronicles, for violin & piano; Nova Angeletta, for violin & mezzo-soprano; Schneetod, for mezzo-soprano, violin & piano. **Artists:** Patricia Green (Mzz Sop); Timothy Lovelace (Pno); Sarah Plum (Vin); Jonathan Ruck (Cio). (1 CD) (Blue Griffin)

**BLGF 235 $21.99**

---

**Bridge Records**

Morton Feldman: Piano and String Quartet

**Works:** Morton Feldman (1926 - 1987): Piano and String Quartet, for piano & string quartet. **Artists:** Eclipse Quartet. Vicki Ray (Pno). (1 CD) (Bridge)

**BDG 9369 $16.99**

---

Tod Machover: But not Simpler / Michael Chertock

**Works:** Tod Machover (1953 - ): ...but not simplier..., for string quartet; Interlude 1 "After Bach", for electronics; Interlude 2 "After Byrd", for electronics; Jeux Deux, for hyperpiano & orchestra; Sparkler, for orchestra & live electronics; Three Hyper-Dim-Sums, for string quartet. **Artists:** Paul Mann/Odense SO; iO Quartet. (1 CD) (Bridge)

**BDG 9346 $16.99**

---

This fifth volume of Tod Machover’s music focuses on chamber and orchestral music composed during the last decade, both with and without electronic enhancement.

Modern works for baritone & guitar / Crazy Jane

**Works:** George Crumb (1929 - ): ...; The Ghosts of Alhambra (Spanish Songbook no 1); Paul Lansky (1944 - ): Songs of Parting; David Leisner (1953 - ): Three James Tate Songs; John Musto (1954 - ): The Idea of Order at Key West; Ronald Roxbury: Crazy Jane, for baritone, guitar & percussion. **Artists:** Crazy Jane. (1 CD) (Bridge)

**BDG 9290 $16.99**

---

Poul Ruders, Vol. 7 / Symphony no 4 et al.

**Works:** Poul Ruders (1949 - ): Songs and Rhapsodies, for accordion & ensemble; Symphony no 4 ("An Organ Symphony"); Trio Trascendental, for organ. **Artists:** Roberto Minzuc/Odense SO; Athelas Sinfonietta Copenhagen. Flemming Dreisig (Organ); Nicholas Weane (Organ); Frode Andersen (Accordison). (1 CD) (Bridge)

**BDG 9375 $16.99**

---

The Last Bard: Chamber music of Alessandro Appignani / Alessandro Rappaginni, piano

**Works:** Alessandro Appignani: A Window in the Wood, for viola; Das Schloss, for cello; Hvareno, for string quartet; La Coscienza D’Orfeo, for violin, cello & piano; L’Aleph, 26 visions for piano; Mediterranean Song - Canzona 1, for viola & piano. **Artists:** Quartetto d’archi di Torino. Manuel Zigante (Cio); Alessandro Appignani (Pno); Gianluca Turconi (Vin); Yoko Kanamaru (Vla). (1 CD) (Brilliant Classics)

**BLC 9235 $14.99**

---

J.S. Bach: Chorales / Chamber Choir of Europe

**Works:** J.S. Bach: Original chorale settings and chorales from the Cantatas. **Artists:** Nicol Matt/ Chamber Choir of Europe. Robert Sagasser (Viola da gamba); Jens Wollenschläger (Organ); Heike Hümmer (Vin). (7 CD) (Brilliant Classics)

**7BLG 94265 $92.99**

---

Here perhaps is the very heart of Bach: His endless inventiveness in taking old hymn tunes devised in the generations before him, and clothing them in rich and strange harmonies, each one tailored to the specific text and mood of its content, created an everlasting mark for posterity.

Jewish Baroque: Venice, Mantua & Amsterdam

**Works:** Anonymous: Kol hameshama, for ensemble; Avraham Cáceres: Ester Oratorio; Hishki hizki, for voices & ensemble; Le el Elim, cantata for 2 voices & continuo; Christian Joseph Lidarti (1730 - 1795): Ester Oratorio; Cristiano Giuseppe Lidarti: Kol hameshama, for choir & ensemble; Salomone Rossi (1570 - circa 1630). **Artists:** Ensemble Texto. Edouard Guittet (Horn); Mariejo Bouché (Vin); Magali Boyer (Cio); Cecile Brossard (Vla); Claire Coren (Oboe). (1 CD) (Buzz)

**BZZ 860212 $17.99**

---

**Capriccio**

Sacred Music of the Bach family

**Works by:** Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714 - 1788); Georg Christoph Bach (1641 - 1697); Johann Christoph Bach (1642 - 1703); Johann Ernst Bach (1722 - 1777); Johann Ludwig Bach (1677 - 1731); Johann Michael Bach (1648 - 1694); J.S. Bach; Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710 - 1784); Johann Christian Bach (1735 - 1782); Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach (1732 - 1795). **Artists:** Michael Schneider; Hermann Max/Das kleine Konzert; Capella Fidicinia Leipzig. Barbara Schlick (Sop); Hermann-Christian Polster (Bass); Walter Heinz Bernstein (Organ)

**SCAP 7100 $27.99**

---

In addition to Johann Sebastian Bach, other members of this widely ramified family took up the profession of the composer: first of all, his sons Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Johann Christian and Wilhelm Friedemann. This set of 5 CDs offers sacred music written by these and other members of one of the most productive families in music history.

Schnittke: Film Music Vol 3 / Frank Strobel, etc

**Works:** Alfred Schnittke (1934 - 1998): A Fairy Tale of Travel, film score; Ricky-Ticky-Tari, film score. **Artists:** Alfred Schnittke (Prepared Piano). (1 CD) (Capriccio)

**CAP 71127 $18.99**

---

Rose & Nettle: Music of the Trecento (14th C.)

**Works by:** Bartolino da Padova (circa 1340 - circa 1405) & his contemporaries. **Artists:** Danilevski/Ensemble Syntagma. (1 CD) (Carpe Diem)

**CARP 16267 $16.99**

---

The new CD of Danilevski and his Ensemble Syntagma presents some of the most elaborate works of the mediaeval musica composita by Bartolino da Padova and contemporaries. On the program there is the image of sounds such as the break of day, dawn, twilight and symbolic images such as rose and stinging-neetle.
Mozart: 17 Church Sonatas / Szathmary, organ

**Works:** W.A. Mozart: 17 Church sonatas for solo organ. **Artists:** Zsigmond Szathmary (Organ). (1 CD) (Carus)  
**CRS 18067 $20.99** $19.99

There are 17 one-movement instrumental compositions - most originally for 2 violins, bass & organ - known to have been composed by Mozart designated as either “Church sonatas” or “Epistle sonatas. Organist and composer Zsigmond Szathmary arranged the pieces for organ solo, which showcases this little known music by Mozart with a colorful new sound.

French ballet of the early 20th century /

**Works:** Debussy: Jeux; Paul Dukas (1865 - 1935): La Péri, ballet; Ravel: La valse. **Artists:** Armin Jordan. (1 CD) (Cascavelle)  
**CAS 5004 $16.99** $13.99

Steven Mackey:Lonely Melot; Music from Slide

**Works:** Steven Mackey (1956 - ); Slide, music theater for tenor/actor, electric guitar & mixed chamber ensemble. **Artists:** Eighth Blackbird. Eighth Blackbird. (1 CD) (Cedille)  
**CDL 128 $16.99** $16.99

Mendelssohn: Complete Works for Cello and Piano

**Works:** Mendelssohn: Sonatas for cello & piano nos 1 & 2; Song without words for Cello and Piano, Op. 109; Variations Concertantes for Cello and Piano, Op. 17. **Artists:** Colin Carr (Cio); Thomas Sauer (Pno). (1 CD) (Cello Classics)  
**CIC 1029 $22.49** $20.49

Following two sell-out concerts at London’s Wigmore Hall, Colin Carr and Thomas Sauer were persuaded to record their highly-praised accounts of Mendelssohn’s complete cello works.


**Works:** Liszt: Annaes de pelerinage, premiere annnee, S 160 “Suisse”; Annaes de pelerinage no 3, S 163; Annaes de pelerinage, premiere annnee, S 160 “Suisse”; Funerailles, for piano (Harmonies poétiques no 7), S 173/7 (LW A158/7); Impromptu for Piano in F sharp major, S 191 “Nocturne”; Paraphrase on a Waltz from Gound’s “Faust”, S 407. **Artists:** Mordecai Shehori (Pno). (1 CD) (Cembal d’amour)  
**CDA 162 $17.99** $15.99

---

**Recommended**

Chopin: Etudes Op. 10 & 25 / Maurizio Pollini  
**Artists:** Maurizio Pollini (1 CD) (Testament)  
**TES 1473 $22.49** $20.49

“It’s utterly superb: there’s a freshness about Pollini’s playing, a spontaneity that’s absent from his more magisterial later Chopin, and his technique is even more dazzling, too. If there’s more naturally musical and immaculate recording of the Studies than this 1960 account, then I have yet to hear it.” - The Guardian

The Earliest Songbook in England / Gothic Voices  
**Artists:** Christopher Page/Gothic Voices. Rogers Covey-Crump (Tnr); Charles Daniels (Voice); Leigh Nixon (Tnr); Stephen Charlesworth (Bar); Steve Harold (Bar). (1 CD) (Hyperion)  
**HYP 55297 $12.99** $10.99

“Another happy triumph for Christopher Page and his team. As usual with Gothic Voices the singing is seamless and utterly beyond criticism. A perfect hour’s listening.” - International Record Review

“Gothic Voices has the skill to bring it all to life, as they do everything they touch. This is a permanent addition to any good medieval collection” - Fanfare

Widor: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 2 / Roscoe  
**Artists:** Martin Yates / BBC Concert Orch. Martin Roscoe (Pno) (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)  
**DUT 7275 $23.49** $21.49

“...the recordings clear, warm-toned and well-balanced...Best by far is the ardent slow movement of the Second Concerto - less saucy, more memorable than anything else here.” - BBC Music Magazine

Romantic Violin Concerto Vol. 11: Reger: Violin Concerto; Two Romances, Op. 50  
**Works:** Max Reger: Concerto for Violin in A major, Op. 101; Romances for violin & orchestra nos 1&2, Op. 50/1-2. **Artists:** Lothar Zagrosek/Berlin Concert Orchestra. Tanja Becker-Bender (Vin). (1 CD) (Hyperion)  
**HYP 57892 $29.99** $18.99

“It’s remarkably beautiful, and Tanja Becker-Bender does some wonderful things with it, shaping its lines with great lyrical force and a tremendous sense of drama. There’s strong playing from the Konzerthausorchester Berlin under Lothar Zagrosek, too.” - The Guardian

Stimme der Sehnsucht: Lieder by Pfitzner, Strauss and Mahler / Christianne Stotijn  
**Works:** Mahler: Kindertotenlieder; Songs by Richard Strauss and Mahler. **Artists:** Christianne Stotijn (mz); Joseph Breinl (Pno). (1 CD) (Onyx Classics)  
**NYX 4075 $22.49** $20.49

“Stotijn confronts [Kindertotenlieder’s] emotions with acute sensitivity, and then leaves us with the benediction of Strauss’s “Morgen!”. A connoisseur’s recital.” - The Daily Telegraph

---

Challenge Classics

Bottom’s Dream: Guitar Duos by Lieske, Piazzolla  
**Works:** Wulfin Lieske: Bottom’s Dream, for 2 guitars; Charles Mingus (1922 - 1979): Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; Astor Piazzolla (1921 - 1992): Tango Suite for 2 guitars. **Artists:** Lieske Spindler Guitars. (1 CD)  
**Challenge Classics**  
**CHL 72511 $17.99** $15.99

Kreutzer Sonata and Other Works for Cello & Piano  
**Works:** Beethoven: Sonata for violin & piano no 9 “Kreutzer”; Hindemith: Sonata for cello & piano, Op. 11/3; Ignaz Moscheles (1794 - 1870): 5 studies in melodic counterpoint, Op. 137a (preludes from Bach’s “The Well-Tempered Clavier”. **Artists:** Federico Lovato (Pno); Jelena Otic (Cio). (1 CD) (Challenge Classics)  
**CHL 72524 $17.99** $15.99

---
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The Mahler Album / Amsterdam Sinfonietta

**Works:** Beethoven: Quartet for Strings no 11; Schubert: Symphonies nos 4 & 9; Bruckner: Symphony no 7; Sibelius: Symphony no 2; Mahler: Symphony no 1, Posthumous Symphony; Stravinsky: Symphony of Wind Instruments; \( \text{CHL 72520} \ $17.99 \ + $15.99 \)

Paul Hindemith (1895 - 1963): Pieces (41) for Violin, Cello, Piano, and Chamber Orchestra. \( \text{CHL 001} \ $18.99 \ + $16.99 \)

R. Schumann: Trio for Piano and Strings no 1 in D minor, Op. 63; Trio for Piano and Strings no 3 in G minor, Op. 110. \( \text{Artist:} \ Voces Intimae (Piano Trio - period instruments). \ (1 CD) \ (Challenge Classics) \)

**CHL 72520** $17.99 **+ $15.99**

### Channel Classics

#### New Releases

**Buxtehude: Opera Omnia XIV - Vocal Works, Vol. 5 / Ton Koopman**

**Works:** Dietrich Buxtehude (circa 1637 - 1707): Vocal works for solo voice / choir with violin, violone & continuo accompaniment. **Artists:** Ton Koopman / Amsterdam Baroque Orch. Klaus Mertens (Bass); Jörg Dümmüller (Trr); Bettina Pahn (Sop); Siri Karoline Thornhill (Sop); Miriam Meyer (Sop). \ (1 CD) \ (Challenge Classics) \)

**CHL 72253** $17.99 **+ $15.99**

**Robert Schumann: Piano Trios Op. 38 & 110 / Works:** R. Schumann: Trio for Piano and Strings no 1 in D minor, Op. 63; Trio for Piano and Strings no 3 in G minor, Op. 110. **Artists:** Voces Intimae (Piano Trio - period instruments). \ (1 CD) \ (Challenge Classics) \)

**CHL 72520** $17.99 **+ $15.99**

### Chanticleer

**Chanticleer Takes You Out of this World!**

**Choral Works by:** Harold Arlen (1905 - 1986); Out of This World; Mason Bates (1977 - ); Observer in the Magellanic Cloud; Stele, vostra mercè l'eccelsa sfera; Britten: Hymn to St Cecilia, Op. 27; Andrea Gabrieli: Ave Regina c'lorum, motet for 8 voices; Gordon Scott Kennedy: Change The World; Sarah Hopkins (1958 - ); Erika Lloyd; Mahler; Kirke Mechem (1925 - ); Claudio Monteverdi; Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina. **Artists:** Chanticleer Vocal Ens. \ (1 CD) \ (Chanticleer) \)

**CHL 001** $18.99 **+ $16.99**

**In these live and studio recordings, composers explore the sun, the moon, the stars and the planets, the universe beyond them.**

**Between Two Wars: The Art of The Comedian Harmonists / Chanticleer**

**Works by:** Milton Ager (1893 - 1979); Harold Arlen (1905 - 1986); Luigi Boccherini; Erwin Bootz; Brahms; Walter Donaldson (1893 - 1947); Duke Ellington; Eri Plessow/ Edmund Kötscber; Werner Richard Heymann (1896 - 1961); Herman Hupfeld (1894 - 1951); Walter Juromn (1903 - 1971); Lensenfeld; Jacques Offenbach (1819 - 1880); Cole Porter (1891 - 1964); Bert Reisfeld; German Traditional; Vincent Youmans (1898 - 1946). **Artists:** Chanticleer. \ (1 CD) \ (Chanticleer/Naxos) \)

**CHL 007** $18.99 **+ $16.99**

**In “The Boy Whose Father Was God,” Music Director Matthew Olmman conceived a journey through the life of the man who was Jesus, from the mischievous child to the man calling upon his followers, fomenting rebellion, and finally dying for his beliefs. The story is told in music dating from the mid-twentieth century to the present.**

**Robert Schuman:** The Four Symphonies

**Chanticleer Takes You Out of this World!**

**Choral Works by:** Harold Arlen (1905 - 1986): Out of This World; Mason Bates (1977 - ); Observer in the Magellanic Cloud; Stele, vostra mercè l'eccelsa sfera; Britten: Hymn to St Cecilia, Op. 27; Andrea Gabrieli: Ave Regina c'lorum, motet for 8 voices; Gordon Scott Kennedy: Change The World; Sarah Hopkins (1958 - ); Erika Lloyd; Mahler; Kirke Mechem (1925 - ); Claudio Monteverdi; Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina. **Artists:** Chanticleer Vocal Ens. \ (1 CD) \ (Chanticleer) \)

**CHL 001** $18.99 **+ $16.99**

**In these live and studio recordings, composers explore the sun, the moon, the stars and the planets, the universe beyond them.**

**Between Two Wars: The Art of The Comedian Harmonists / Chanticleer**

**Works by:** Milton Ager (1893 - 1979); Harold Arlen (1905 - 1986); Luigi Boccherini; Erwin Bootz; Brahms; Walter Donaldson (1893 - 1947); Duke Ellington; Eri Plessow/ Edmund Kötscber; Werner Richard Heymann (1896 - 1961); Herman Hupfeld (1894 - 1951); Walter Juromn (1903 - 1971); Lensenfeld; Jacques Offenbach (1819 - 1880); Cole Porter (1891 - 1964); Bert Reisfeld; German Traditional; Vincent Youmans (1898 - 1946). **Artists:** Chanticleer. \ (1 CD) \ (Chanticleer/Naxos) \)

**CHL 007** $18.99 **+ $16.99**

**In “The Boy Whose Father Was God,” Music Director Matthew Olmman conceived a journey through the life of the man who was Jesus, from the mischievous child to the man calling upon his followers, fomenting rebellion, and finally dying for his beliefs. The story is told in music dating from the mid-twentieth century to the present.**

**Robert Schuman:** The Four Symphonies
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Vol.1  / Jonathan Biss


**Artists:** Jonathan Biss (Pno). (1 CD) (Onyx Classics)

NYX 4082 $22.49 $20.49

“There’s a wonderfully unforced quality to Biss’s playing that’s as effective in Beethoven as it was in the outstanding Schumann disc with which he really made his name four years ago. The way in which he eases into the opening movement of A flat Funeral March Sonata Op 26, or perfectly weights the climaxes in Op 81a, Les Adieux, are marks of an outstanding pianist: for those who stay the course, this could be a Beethoven cycle to treasure.” - The Guardian

Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante for Winds / Abbado

**Works:** Mozart: Concerto for Flute & Harp; Sinfonia Concertante for Winds.  

**Artists:** Claudio Abbado/Orchestra Mozart.  (1 CD) (Deutsche Grammophon)

DGG B001550502 $26.98 $17.98

“Claudio Abbado’s excellent Mozart series with his hand-picked Orchestra Mozart continues with this sunny album of concertos written during the 22-year-old composer’s 1778 visit to Paris... Regardless of the fact that these concertos are not the composer’s most sophisticated, Abbado’s supreme affinity for Mozart ensures that these are some of the most satisfying and energising performances you will ever hear.” - BBC

Thomas Adès: In Seven Days; Nancarrow Studies

**Works:** Thomas Adès: In Seven Days; Nancarrow Studies.  

**Artists:** Thomas Ades/London Sinfonietta. Nicholas Hodges (Pno) (CD & DVD)

25GK 277 $18.99 $16.99

“Thomas Adès’ take on the Biblical creation-myth in the seven-part “video-ballet” In Seven Days focuses on processes rather than things, shifting from the rising string motif, clotted piano and woodwind, and epic horns of “Chaos - Light - Dark”, through successive hierarchies of order to the calm satisfaction of “Contemplation”...It’s as absorbing as always with Adès” - The Independent

Haydn: String Quartets, Vol. 2: Opp. 20/5; 33/3; 76/5 / Jerusalem Quartet

**Works:** F.J. Haydn: Quartets for Strings nos 23 in F minor; no 32 in C major (“Bird”); no 64 in D major (“Largo”).  

**Artists:** Jerusalem Quartet. (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)

HAR 902030 $20.99 $18.99

“An absolute triumph. Miraculously honed intonation and perfect ensemble is matched throughout by an innate understanding of Haydn’s mercurial and immensely varied musical language. Recorded in superb sound, this has to be one of the best Haydn quartet recordings to be released in his anniversary year” - BBC Music Magazine

---

**Deutsche Grammophon**

Maurizio Pollini plays Chopin

**Works:** Chopin: Ballades; Nocturnes; Scherzos; Polonaises; Etudes; Mazurkas et al.  

**Artists:** Maurizio Pollini (Pno). (9 CD) (Deutsche Grammophon)

9DG0 B001632602 $64.48 $55.48

Karajan / The Beethoven Collection [13 CDs]

**Works:** Beethoven: Concertos for Piano nos 1-5; Concerto for Piano, Violin and Cello “Triple Concerto”. Symphonies nos 1-9; Overtures; Missa Solemnis et al.  

**Artists:** Herbert von Karajan. Yo-Yo Ma (Clò); Gundula Janowitz (Sop); Anne-Sophie Mutter (Vln); José Van Dam (Bss Bar); Christoph Eschenbach (Pno). (13 CD) (Deutsche Grammophon)

13DG0 B001627202 $48.48 $40.98

---

CPO

Francesco Durante: Neapolitan Christmas

**Works:** Francesco Durante (1684 - 1755): Pastorale o Mottetto per la nativitate Jesu Christe” for voices & ensemble; Kyrie-Gloria Mass, “in Pastorale”, for voices & ensemble; Litanie della BMV in F minor, for voices & ensemble; Magnificat in B flat major; Magnificat, for 4 voice chorus & continuo in C minor.  

**Artists:** Michael Alexander Willens/Kölner Akademie. Stephan MacLeod (Bass); Andreas Post (Ttr); Roberto Mameli (Sop); Ursula Eittinger (Mzz Sop). (1 CD) (CPO)

CPO 777571 $18.99 $16.99

Contemporary American Music: Larry Hoffman:

**Works:** Larry Hoffman: Blues Suite, for cello; Blues, for harp, oboe & cello; Colors, for trumpet & percussion; Pages of Anna, for harp, flute, oboe & clarinet; Quartet for Strings no 1 (“The Blues”).  

**Artists:** Yolanda Kondonassis (Harp); John Mack (Oboe); Bryan Dumm (Clo); Andrew Balio (Tpt); David Depeters (Perc). (1 CD) (Dbk Works)

DBKW 701 $16.99 $14.99

España! Songs and Dances from Spain

**Works:** Isaac Albéniz (1860 - 1909): Cantos de España, Op. 232; España, Op. 165; Gaspar Cassadó (1897 - 1966): Requiem; Manuel de Falla (1876 - 1946): El amor brujo; La vida breve; Suite Populaire Espagnole; Enrique Granados (1867 - 1916); Ravel; Pablo de Sarasate (1843 - 1908); Rodion Shchedrin (1932 - ); Catalan Traditional.  

**Artists:** Mischa Maisky (Clo); Lily Maisky (Pno). (1 CD) (Decca Import)

PID 951594 $39.99 $35.99

---

In the Beginning / The Choir of Merton College

**Works:** Aaron Copland: In the Beginning; Gustav Holst: Nunc Dittmis; Gabriel Jackson (1962 - ): In the Beginning was the Word; Pawel Lukaszewski (1968 - ); Nunc dittmis, for chorus; Nicolas Gombert (circa 1495 - circa 1560): Lugebat David Absalon, motet for 8 voices; Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1525 - 1594): Nunc dimittis; Thomas Weelkes (1575 - 1623); Eric Whitacre (1970 - ); Give thanks; Thomas Adès’ take on the Biblical creation-myth in the seven-part “video-ballet” In Seven Days; Nancarrow Studies.  

**Artists:** Peter Phillips/Choir of Merton College, Oxford. (1 CD) (Delphian Records)

DELP 34072 $16.99 $14.99

---
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**Dutton**

**Symanowski:** Violin Concerto No. 1; Tchaikovsky: Symphony no 3 / Eugenia Uminska, violin

**Works:** Rimsky-Korsakov: The Tale of Tsar Saltan, suite; Karol Symanowski (1882 - 1937): Concerto for Violin no 1; Tchaikovsky: Symphony no 3 “Polish.”

**Artists:** Grzegorz Fitelberg/Felixt/London PO; Philharmonia Orch. Eugenia Uminska (Vln). (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)

**DUT 9808 $12.99 $10.99**

**Mozart:** Piano Concertos Nos. 18 & 9 / Lili Kraus

**Works:** W.A. Mozart: Concertos for Piano nos 9 & 18; Rondo for Piano and Orchestra, K 386; Symphonie Concertante for violin & piano no 31 (fragment), K. 404. 10 Artists: Walter Susskind/Clarence Raybould/Walter Goehr / Philharmonia Orch. Lili Kraus (Pno); Szymon Goldberg (Vln); Eileen Joyce (Pno). (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)

**DUT 9811 $12.99 $10.99**

**Rachmaninov:** Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 4 / Sergei Rachmaninov, piano; (rec. 1939 - 1941)

**Works:** Sergey Rachmaninov (1873 - 1943): Concerto for Piano no 1 in F sharp minor, Op. 1; Concerto for Piano no 4 in G minor, Op. 40; Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini.

**Artists:** Leopold Stokowski/Philadelphia Orch.; Eugene Ormandy. Sergei Rachmaninov (Pno). (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)

**DUT 1918 $12.99 $10.99**

**Moenen:** Symphony in G minor; Ireland: Piano Concerto in E flat / Eileen Joyce, piano


**Artists:** Leslie Heward/Hallé Orch. Eileen Joyce (Pno). (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)

**DUT 8807 $42.99 $10.99**

**Roussel:** Le festin de l'araignée; Suite in F major, Op. 33; Saint-Saëns: Danse macabre in G minor, Op. 40.

**Artists:** Charles Munch/Concertgebouw Orch.; London PO; Paris Conservatory Orch. (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)

**DUT 9809 $12.99 $10.99**

**The 1940s’ Decca K Recordings:** Schubert, Mozart & J. Strauss / j osef Krips


**Artists:** Josef Krips/London SO; New SO. (1 CD) (Dutton Laboratories)

**DUT 9810 $14.99 $10.99**

**Emil Gilels’ Legacy, Vol. 9 / Chopin & Schubert**

**Works:** Chopin: Preludes (24) for Piano, Op. 28; Schubert: Fantasy for Piano 4 hands in F minor, D 940/Opp. 103; Sonata for Piano no 14 in A minor (“Grande Sonate”), D. 784 (Op. posth. 143).

**Artists:** Kirill Kondrashin. Emil Gilels (Pno). (1 CD) (Doremi)

**DRM 7980 $18.99 $16.99**

**The ninth volume in Doremi’s prestigious historic series featuring Emil Gilels, recognized as one of the most important and respected pianists of the 20th century. On CD for the first time!**

**Cantolopera - Tenor Vol 3**

**Arias from:** FloTwow: Martha; Giordano: Fedora; Mascagni: Cavalleria rusticana; Puccini: La bohème; Tosca; Verdi: Il Trovatore.

**Artists:** Antonello Gotta / Compagnia d’Opera Italiana Chorus; Compagnia d’Opera Italiana Orch. Stefano Secco (Trn); Silvano Santagata (Trn); Maria Bricco (Voice). (1 CD) (Duck Recordings)

**DCK 95048 $16.99 $16.99**

**Music of Wojciech Kilar:** Piano Concerto, Orawa

**Works:** Wojciech Kilar (1932 - ): Choral prelude, for string orchestra; Orawa, for 15 string instruments; Piano Concerto.

**Artists:** Wojciech Rajski. Peter Jablonski (Pno). (1 CD) (Dux (Poland))

**DUX 0708 $16.99 $16.99**

**Neouquetart / J anmssen, Kapica, Markeiwicz and Pawlowski**

**Works:** Marek Czerniewicz: Transparent, for string quartet & tape; Tosio Hosokawa (1955 - ); Floral Fairy, for string quartet; Guus Jansen (1951 - ): Quartet for Strings no2 “Streepjes”; Aleksander Lason: Quartet for Strings no 6; Agnieszka Stulginska: Impressions, for string quartet & tape.

**Artists:** Neo Quartet. (1 CD) (Dux (Poland))

**DUX 0809 $16.99 $16.99**

**Contrechent: Modern Music for Solo Clarinet**

**Works:** Luciano Berio (1925 - 2003): Lied, for clarinet; Elliott Carter (1908 - ): Gra; Peter Eötvös (1944 - ): Derwischtan, for clarinet; Heinz Holliger (1939 - ): Contrechant, for clarinet; Salvatore Sciarrino (1947 - ); die Klangfarbenmelodie, for clarinet; Heinz Holliger (1939 - ); Die Klangfarbenmelodie, for clarinet; Salvatore Sciarrino (1947 - ); Let me die before I wake, for clarinet in B-flat; Georgy Vajda (1973 - ).

**Artists:** Reto Bieri (Oln). (1 CD) (ECM)

**ECM B001627102 $26.98 $14.48 On Sale**

**20 jaHRer Inventionen II**


**Artists:** John Cage (Speaker); Giacinto Scelsi (Pno); John Driscoll (Electronics); Sainkho Namtchylak (Voice); Salvatore Sciarrino (Tapes). (1 CD) (Edition Rz)

**EDIR 4004 $25.49 $21.49**
Obscure Tape Music of Japan, Vol. 13: Kusabira
Works: Makoto Moroi (1930 - ); Kusabira, for tape; Sinfonia - Shin, for tape. Artists: Makoto Moroi. (1 CD) (Edition Omega Point)  EDOM 13 $29.99 $26.99

---

Edition Rz


Works by J ani Christou
Works: Jani Christou (1926 - 1970): Anaparastasis I; Anaparastasis III; Enantiodromia for orchestra; Epicyle, for instruments, actors & voices (continuum & events); Mysterion, for narrator, actors, 3 choirs, orchestra & tapes; Praxis for 12, for 11 strings & piano. Artists: Jani Christou. (1 CD) (Edition Rz)  EDIR 1013 $23.49 $21.49

Music of Giacinto Scelsi
Works: Giacinto Scelsi (1905 - 1988): Anagamen, for 12 strings; Okanagon, for harp, tam-tam & double bass; Pezzi (4) for Orchestra; Pranam I, for soprano, 12 instruments & tape; Quartet for Strings no 4; Quartet for Strings no2. Artists: Giacinto Scelsi (Pno). (1 CD) (Edition Rz)  EDIR 1014 $23.49 $21.49

Music of Agostino Scipio for instruments & electronics
Works: Agostino di Scipio: 5 difference sensitive cyclic interactions, for string quartet & room-dependent signal processing; Audible Ecosystems, for live electronics; Craquelure; Texture / Multiple, for six instruments & room-dependent signal processing. Artists: Agostino di Scipio (Computer). (1 CD) (Edition Rz)  EDIR 10015 $23.49 $21.49

Schubert: Piano Trio Op. 100; Notturno / Trio Latitude 41

A Portrait fo Franz Liszt / Guillaume Coppola, piano
Works: Liszt: Bagatelle ohne tonart for Piano, S 216a; Methisto Waltz no 5; Consolations (6) for Piano, S 172; Funérailles, for piano (Harmonies poétiques no 7), S.173/7 (LW A158/7); Hungarian Rhapsody, for piano no 2 (the "original" no 2) in C sharp minor (I & II), S. 244/2 (LW A; Liebesträume, notturno for piano no 3 in A flat major ("O Lieb, so lang du lieben kannst"), S. 541/; Soirées musicales. Artists: Guillaume Coppola (Pno). (1 CD) (Eloquencia)  ELOQ 1130 $29.99 $18.99

J S Bach: Violin Sonatas / Florian Deuter, violin
Works: J.S. Bach: Sonata for violin & continuo in E minor, BWV 1023; Sonata for violin & continuo in G major, BWV 1021; Sonata for violin & keyboard in B minor, BWV 1014; Sonata for violin & keyboard no 2 in A major, BWV 1015; Sonata for violin & keyboard in 3 in E major, BWV 1016; Sonata for violin & keyboard no 4 in C minor, BWV 1017. Artists: Balazs Mate (Cio); Florian Deuter (Vln); Philippe Grisvard (Hps). (2 CD) (Eloquencia)  2ELOQ 1131 $29.99 $26.99

---

Recommended

Britten: Songs, Vol. 2 / Malcolm Martineau, piano
Works: Artists:Malcolm Martineau (Pno). Clayton, Johnaton, Spenc, Hulett et al. (2 CD) (Onyx Classics) 2NYX 4077 $37.49 $33.49

“It is fortuitous that such a range of talented young tenors is on hand...Whoever he is accompanying, pianist Malcolm Martineau is an expert guide. Though other individual recordings may be preferable, this second volume of Britten songs is again greater than the sum of its parts.” - Gramophone

Schubert: Winterreise / Florian Boesch, baritone; Malcolm Martineau, piano
Works: Schubert: Winterreise, D 911/Op. 89. Artists: Malcolm Martineau (Pno); Florian Boesch (Bar). (1 CD) (Onyx Classics)  NYX 4077 $22.49 $20.49

“All the more powerful for being so admirably reined-in. Boesch’s methodology has often been described as expressionist, though in this instance he’s less overtly declamatory than you might expect...The hallucinatory quality of his interpretation is matched by a corresponding vivdness in Martineau’s playing...It makes for very difficult listening, but is unquestionably superb.” - The Guardian

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 2; Mussorgsky: Pictures; Night On Bare Mountain
Works: Mussorgsky: Night on the Bare Mountain; Pictures at an exhibition; Tchaikovsky: Symphony no 2 in C minor (“Little Russian”), Op. 17. Artists: Kirill Karabits/Bournemouth SO. (1 CD) (Onyx Classics)  NYX 4074 $22.49 $20.49

"[I]t has everything we expect from a Tchaikovsky interpreter of the Moscow school - colour, sweep, majesty, but not a whiff of indulgence. The Bournemouth orchestra responds with style and drive - all wind sections in superlative form - and a symphony that is often dismissed as a poor relation of its better known successors comes across as a masterpiece.” - The Financial Times

Havergal Brian: Symphony No. 1 “Gothic” / Brabbins

“As ideas tumble forth in Havergal Brian’s epic scheme, you cannot help admiring his fervour in getting it all down on paper. It remains one of the oddities of the English symphonic repertoire, but Martyn Brabbins and his legions of players and singers do it proud.” - The Daily Telegraph
Chopin: Ballade for piano no 1 in G minor, Op. 23.

Kultyshev (FtePno). (1 CD) (Fryderyk Chopin Society)

FRUX 5356 $16.99

Chopin: Ballade in G Minor; Piano Concerto in F minor.

Op. 23/1; Philip Glass; Handel; Michael McGlynn

FRUX 5356 $16.99

Chopin: Ballade in F Minor; Barcarolle / Kultyshev

Works:

Chopin: Ballade for piano no 1; Barcarolle for Piano B 156/Op. 60; Etude for piano no 8; Fantasy-Impromptu in C sharp minor, Op. 66; Impromptu for Piano no 3; Mazurkas (4) for Piano, B 105/Op. 30; Waltz No. 5.

Mayers (Pno); Thomas Walker (Tnr). (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)

HAR 2927410 $16.99

HAR 902097 $26.99

Wolcum Yule / Anonymous 4, Lawrence-King

Works: Anonymous: A Scots Lilt, for harp; Vasily Barvinskyi: Oh, What a Wonder!, Ukrainian carol; Georgiy Izevkov (1874 - 1937); Christ Is Born; Lev Konstantinovich Knipper; Stihis pred Shetstopalsiymy; Op. 51; Nicolae Kedroff; Mykola Dmytrovich Leontovych (1877 - 1921); Arvo Pärt (1935 - ); Kirill Stetsenko (1882 - 1922); Tchaikovsky; Yakiv Yatsenevich (1869 - 1945).

Artists: Paul Hillier/Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir. Kaia Urberg (Sop); Tii Kogerman (Sop). (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)

HAR 2927325 $15.99

HAR 2927410 $16.99

J anacek & Dvorak: Moravian Choruses & Duets

Works: Leos Janácek (1854 - 1928); Elegy on the Death of My Daughter Olga, cantata for tenor, chorus & piano; The Wild Duck, folk song for chorus; On an Overgrown Path; Our Father; Ríkadla (Nursery Rhymes) (18) for 9 voices & 10 instruments, JW 5/17; Six Moravian Choruses. Artists: Daniel Reuss/ Cappella Amsterdam; Radio Blazers Ensemble. Philip Mayers (Pno); Thomas Walker (Tnr). (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)

HAR 2927325 $15.99

Harmonia Mundi

An Orthodox Christmas / Paul Hillier, Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir

Works: Anonymous, Russian: Blazhen muzh; Vasyl Barvinskyi: Oh, What a Wonder!, Ukrainian carol; Georgiy Izevkov (1874 - 1937); Christ Is Born; Alexandr Dmitriyevich Kastalsky (1856 - 1926); God Is with Us; Shepherds of Bethlehem, russian carol; Stihis pred Shetstopalsiymy; Op. 51; Nicolae Kedroff; Mykola Dmytrovich Leontovych (1877 - 1921); Arvo Pärt (1935 - ); Kirill Stetsenko (1882 - 1922); Tchaikovsky; Yakiv Yatsenevich (1869 - 1945).

Artists: Paul Hillier/Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir. Kaia Urberg (Sop); Tii Kogerman (Sop). (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)

HAR 2927410 $16.99

HAR 902097 $26.99

Wolcum Yule / Anonymous 4, Lawrence-King

Works: Anonymous: A Scots Lilt, for harp; Richard Rodney Bennett: Balalalou, for chorus; Britten: A New Year Carol; Geoffrey Burgon (1941 - 2010): A god, and yet a man?; Henry VIII, King of England (1491 - 1547); Green growth the holly, carol; Peter Maxwell Davies (1934 - -): A Calendar of Kings, for 4 voices; John Taverner (1440 - -). Artists: Anonymous 4. Andrew Lawrence-King (Irish Harp). (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)

HAR 2927325 $15.99

Chopin: Ballade in F Minor; Barcarolle / Kultyshev

Works: Chopin: Ballade for piano no 4; Barcarolle for Piano B 156/Op. 60; Etude for piano no 8; Fantasy-Impromptu in C sharp minor, Op. 66; Impromptu for Piano no 3; Mazurkas (4) for Piano, B 105/Op. 30; Waltz No. 5.

Mayers (Pno); Thomas Walker (Tnr). (1 CD) (Fryderyk Chopin Society)

FRUX 5356 $16.99


FYCS 613 $49.99

FYCS 613 $49.99

GRAM 98883 $49.99

The Golden Age of Light Music: A Trip to the Library

Works by: Frederic Bayoc; Jack Beaver; Ronald Binge; Wilfred Burns; Cecil Milner; Jos Cleber; Trevor Duncan; Robert Farnon; Paul Fenouhlet; John Foulds; George French; Ronald Hamner; Laurie Johnson; Anthony Mawer; Reg Owen; Cedric King Palmer; Van Phillips; Eric Spear; Jack Strachey; Lloyd Thomas; Dolf van der Linden; Cyril Watters; Charles Williams; Tom Wyler; Peter Yorke. Artists: Peter Yorke; Tom Wyler; Charles Williams; Dolf van der Linden; Sidney Torch; Robert Farnon; The Club Quintet; various ensembles. (1 CD) (Guilt)

GUIL 5183 $17.99

New Releases
### Hyperion

**Fauré: Cello Sonatas / Alban Gerhardt, cello; Cecile Licad, piano**


  - Artists: Alban Gerhardt (Clo); Cecile Licad (Pno). (1 CD) (Hyperion)

  - Hyperion: HYP 67871 $20.99 $18.99

**Erno Dohnányi: The Complete Solo Piano Music, Vol. 1 / Martin Roscoe**

- **Works:** Ernst von Dohnányi (1877 - 1960): Quartet for Strings in A major, Op. 21/3; Quartet for Strings in C major, Op. 21/1; Quartet for Strings in D minor, Op. 21/2.

  - Artists: Authentic Quartet. (1 CD) (Hungaroton)


---

### Handel

**Messiah / René J jacobs**

- **Works:** George Frederick Handel (1685 - 1759): Der Messias. **Artists:** René Jacobs/Freiburg Baroque Orch. (2 CD) (Harmonia Mundi)


  - "An absolute triumph. Miraculously honed intonation and perfect ensemble is matched throughout by an innate understanding of Haydn's mercurial and immensely varied musical language. Recorded in superb sound, this has to be one of the best Haydn quartet recordings to be released in his anniversary year" -BBC Music Magazine

**Ein zweiter triumph / Christopher Page**

- **Works:** Anonymous: Ad honorem salvatoris; Adulari nesciens; Agnus Dei; Argumenta faluntur fisice; Beneedicans domino; Cantus miro summa laude; Nesciens; Agnus Dei; Argumenta faluntur fisice; Beneedicans domino; Miserere, chamber duet for 2 voices & continuo; Pietoso nume arcier, chamber duet for 2 voices & continuo; Francesco Bartolomeo Conti: Quando veggio un'ignorin; cantata a due sopranini con istromenti; Francesco Mancini: Quanto mai saria pi— bello, solo cantata; Benedetto Marcello: Chiaro e limpido fonte, for 2 voices, 2 violins & continuo; Nicola Porpora. **Artists:** William Christie/Les Arts Florissants. Philippe Jaroussky (CtrTnr); Max Emanuel Cencic (CtrTnr). (1 CD) (Hyperion)


  - "Another happy triumph for Christopher Page and his team. As usual with Gothic Voices the singing is seamless and utterly beyond criticism. A perfect hour's listening." -International Record Review

**Rimsky-Korsakov: Orchestral Suites: Le Coq d'or, Snow Maiden, Sadko, Mlada, Sadko, Snow Maiden.**

- **Works:** Rimsky-Korsakov: Le Coq d'Or (The Golden Cockerel); Zolotoy petushok, concert suite for orchestra; Mlada; Sadko; The Snow Maiden. **Artists:** Gerard Schwarz/Seattle SO. (1 CD) (Naxos (USA))

  - Naxos: NXS 8572787 $49.99 $3.99

  - "The orchestral suites that Rimsky-Korsakov often extracted from his stage works often convey their textures and particular dramatic flavours very vividly...all the performances, including those of the less well-known works...have real energy and a touch of the necessary theatricality too." - The Guardian

**Duetti / Philippe J arousky; Max Emanuel Cencic**

- **Works:** Giovanni Bononcini: Chi d’amar tra le catene, chamber duet for 2 voices & continuo; Pietoso nume arcier, chamber duet for 2 voices & continuo; Francesco Mancini’s ‘Quanto mai sari piu bello’...whereas Cencic’s theatrical talent for gutsier declamatory coloratura takes centre stage in Porpora’s ‘Ecco che il primo albore’. The intuitive duet-singing works charmingly, not least because the adaptable Cencic sings intimately and softly in order to match Jaroussky’s gentler timbre." - Gramophone

**Vladimir Ashkenazy plays Rachmaninov & Chopin**

- **Works:** Rachmaninov: Piano Sonata No. 1; Chopin: Visions. **Artists:** Vladimir Ashkenazy (Pno) (1 CD) (Decca)

  - Decca: DEC B001639102 $26.98 $17.98

  - "Vladimir Ashkenazy has been recording the music of Rachmaninov for over forty years as pianist and conductor, but here he records two of the composer’s bigger works for piano for the first time...Ashkenazy’s is a reading full of dramatic intent, and where he really excels is in the chant-like second theme, emerging from the lower register despite the incredible amount of musical activity around it. While much of this music is lean and muscular, Ashkenazy gets beneath the surface of the undulations in the second movement, winding down to a moment of beautiful, airy repose before the finale is unleashed." - ClassicalSource.com
Hyperion, continued

The Romantic Piano Concerto, Vol. 53

**Works:** Max Reger (1873 - 1916): Concerto for Piano in F minor, Op. 114; R. Strauss: Burleske for piano & orchestra (or 2 pianos) in D minor, o.Op. 85 (TrV 145, AV 85). **Artists:** Ilan Volkov/Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin. Marc-André Hamelin (Pno), (1 CD) (Hyperion)

HYP 67635 $20.99 $18.99

“So far as the piano part is concerned, Hamelin’s refinement, tonal palette, and wide-ranging arsenal of articulations conveys more expressive variety... In all, this release is one of the strongest entries in Hyperion’s landmark Romantic Piano Concerto series, and is highly recommended.” - ClassicsToday

Havergal Brian: Symphony No. 1 “Gothic”

**Works:** Havergal Brian (1876 - 1972): Symphony no 1 in D minor for soloists, chorus, brass bands & orchestra, “The Gothic” (recorded live). **Artists:** Martyn Brabbins/BBC National Chorus of Wales, BBC Concert Orchestra. (2 CD) (Hyperion)

2HYP 67971 $44.49 $40.49

“As ideas tumble forth in Havergal Brian’s epic scheme, you cannot help admiring his fervour in getting it all down on paper. It remains one of the oddities of the English symphonic repertoire, but Martyn Brabbins and his legions of players and singers do it proud.” - The Daily Telegraph

Romantic Violin Concerto Vol. 11

**Works:** Max Reger (1873 - 1916): Concerto for Violin in A major, Op. 101; Romances for violin & orchestra nos 1 & 2. **Artists:** Lothar Zagrosek/Berlin Concert Orchestra. Tanja Becker-Bender (Vln). (1 CD) (Hyperion)

HYP 67892 $20.99 $18.99

“It’s remarkably beautiful, and Tanja Becker-Bender does some wonderful things with it, shaping its lines with great lyrical force and a tremendous sense of drama. There’s strong playing from the Konzerthausorchester Berlin under Lothar Zagrosek, too.” - The Guardian

Enescu: Chamber Music 1895-1906

**Works:** George Enescu (1881 - 1955): Aube, for violin, viola & cello in C major; Ballade, for violin & orchestra, Op. 4a; Cantabile and Presto, for flute & piano; Concert Piece, for viola & piano; Impromptu concertant, for violin & piano in G flat major; Légende, for trumpet & piano. **Artists:** Gérard Caussé (Vla); Claudia Bara (Pno); Carmen-Elena Rotaru (Pno); Vincent Lucas (Flt); Tatiana Samouil (Vln). (1 CD) (Indesens)

INDS 36 $16.99 $14.99

A Blessed Day Has Dawned: Palestrina, Laude, Gregorian Chant / Saint Vincent Camerata Scholar **Works:** Giovanni Animuccia (circa 1500 - 1571): Gregorian Chant / Saint Vincent Camerata Scholar. Marc-André Hamelin (Pno), (1 CD) (Hyperion)

HYP 67635 $20.99 $18.99

“Although the father of Modes, Giovanni Animuccia revives the age of sacred Gregorian chant, offering a full and rich feast of spiritual and musical offerings. The choir and soloists are quite chaste and calm, providing the necessary serenity and quietude required for this kind of music...” - High Fidelity

Our Lady, Mother of God

**Works:** Anonymous: Ave Mater; O virtuous Virgin; Byzantine Chant: At the Beauty of Your Virginity; Sticheron of the Vespers of the Domition of the Mother of God; Gregorian Chant: Ave Maria, offertory; Magnificat; Orthodox Chant; Russian Orthodox Chant; Christmas Traditional; Russian Traditional. **Artists:** Divna Ljubojivic (Voice). (1 CD) (Jade Records)

MIJA 36557 $16.99 $13.99

La Dolce Volta

Mozart: Alla Turca / Aldo Ciccolini in Piano sonatas **Works:** W.A. Mozart: Sonata for Piano no 11 in A major (“Alla Turca”) K. 331; Sonata for Piano no 13 in B flat major, K. 333; Sonata for Piano no 2 in F major, K. 280. **Artists:** Aldo Ciccolini (Pno). (1 CD) (La Dolce Volta)

LDCV 03 $29.99 $18.99

Franz Liszt Fever / Claire Chevallier, piano of 1876 **Works:** Liszt: Andante lagrimeos, for piano, (Harmonies poétiques no 9), S. 173/9; Funérailles, for piano (Harmonies poétiques no 7), S.173/7; Légendes (2) for Piano, S 175; La lugubre gondola for Piano, S 200; Mephisto Waltz (I & II), for piano no 1 (Der Tanz in der Dorfschenke), S. 514; St François de Paule marchant sur les flots, for piano (Légendes no 2), S. 175/2. **Artists:** Claire Chevallier (Pno), (1 CD) (La Dolce Volta)

LDCV 02 $29.99 $18.99

Lisztn: Harmonie Poétiques et Religieuses; Rêves d’amour; Ballade; Romances / Pascal Amoyel **Works:** Liszt: Ballade, for piano no 2 (II) in B minor, S. 171 (LW A181); Harmonies poétiques et religieuses (10), for piano, S. 173 (LW A158); Liebesträume for Piano, S 541; Romance oubliée (I), for piano, S. 527 (LW A299); Romance for piano in E minor, S. 169 (LW A148). **Artists:** Pascal Amoyel (Pno). (2 CD) (La Dolce Volta)

2LDCV 107 $29.99 $26.99

The Rum Diary [Motion Picture Soundtrack] **Works:** Michael Borsmansano: Roll Out the Roosters; What About El Monstruo?; Johnny Depp: Kemp in the Village; Domenico Modugno (1928 - 1994): Volare; Patti Smith (1946 -): The Mermaid Song; Christopher Young: The Rum Diary, film score. **Artists:** Brandon Verrett. Billy Childs (Keyboards); Brad Dutz (Per); Dean Martin (Voice); Andrew Spence (Tpt); Johnny Depp (Pno). (1 CD) (Lakeshore)

LAKO 342432 $18.99 $17.49

Cello Heroics III: Saint-Saëns: Cello Concerto no 1 / [Includes Sheet Music], Gavriel Lipkind **Works:** Saint-Saëns: Concerto for Cello no 1 in A major, Op. 33. **Artists:** Antony Hermus. Gavriel Lipkind (Cio). (1 CD) (Lipkind Productions)

LPKD 012-H03-ED $27.99 $24.99

“Cello Heroics series was conceived on the premise that the voice of the soloist is superimposed on that of a group of players - an ensemble or an orchestra. This superimposing implies, on one level or another, a certain “confrontation” of the soloist “against” the group. Therefore, most concerti - or otherwise concertante pieces - carry within them an intrinsic “heroic” quality resulting from the very fact that the piece has been orchestrated as a concerto.” Gavriel Lipkind
Cello Heroics II: Shostakovitch Cello Concerto / [Includes Sheet Music] / Gavriel Lipkind, cello
**LPKD 009-H02-ED $27.99 $24.99**

Cello Heroics IV: Dohnanyi: Cello Concerto / [Includes Sheet Music], Gavriel Lipkind, cello
**Works:** Ernst von Dohnányi (1877 - 1960): Konzertstück, for cello & orchestra in D major, Op. 129. **Artists:** Ivan Meylemans. Gavriel Lipkind (Cio). (1 CD) (Lipkind Productions)
**LPKD 015-H04-ED $27.99 $24.99**

Cello Heroics I: R. Schumann: Cello Concerto / [Includes Sheet Music] / Gavriel Lipkind
**Works:** R. Schumann: Concerto for Cello in A minor, Op. 129. **Artists:** Misha Katz. Gavriel Lipkind (Cio). (1 CD) (Lipkind Productions)
**LPKD 006-H01-ED $27.99 $24.99**

Cinemusica [Original Soundtrack]
**Works:** Mader: Bhutto; Clockwatchers; Darkness in Tallin; Duncan removed; Eat drink man woman; In the soup. **Artists:** ader. (1 CD) (Loon Music)
**LOON 20101 $14.99 $11.99**

Bruckner: Symphony No. 4 / Haitink, London SO
**Works:** Bruckner: Symphony no 4 in E flat (“Romantic”), WAB 104. **Artists:** Bernard Haitink. (1 SA Hybrid CD) (LSO Live (London SO)
**LSO 0716 $18.99 $16.99**

---

**Marco Polo**

**MCP0 8225340 $10.99 $8.99 On Sale**

Organ Tablature from Klagenfurt / Manfred Novak
**Works:** Anonymous, 11th century French Polyphony: Petre, amas me?, repons organum (Fete de la Cironcission); Joqson Desprez: “In principio erat verbum, motet for 4 parts; Mille regretz, song for 4 parts; Misere mei deus, motet for 5 parts; Missa ‘L’homme armé’ super voces musicales; Pater noster...” (Decca)
**MILN 36556 $15.99 $13.99**

Fastest, film score
**Works:** Gabe Castro: Fastest. **Artists:** Tomandandy . (1 CD) (Milan)
**MILN 36559 $15.99 $13.99**

---

**Krenek:** Jonny Spielt Auf!
**Works:** Ernst Krenek (1900 - 1991): Jonny spielt auf, Op. 45. **Artists:** Lothar Zagrosek/Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra. Kruse, Marc, St Hill, Kraus, Posselt (2 CD) (Decca)
**2DEC B001615602 $20.98 $17.98**

“...Krenek’s own idiom is a curious but effective blend of lyricism, sounding pre- rather than post-Wagnerian, with harmonies that often render that lyricism ambiguous. But it is the lyrical quality that unifies the opera’s two worlds, that and a crisp use of rhythmic motif... The recording ensures that you won’t miss the swanee whistle and the flexatone, and provides enjoyable sound effects to stand in for the car-chase and the steam locomotive that were as much a part of the opera’s newsworthiness as its jazz elements. I was expecting period fun; Jonny spielt auf is a good deal more than that, and the case for investigating the music of Krenek’s subsequent six decades of creative life now seems compelling.” -Gramophone

**Giordano:** Fedora / Mario del Monaco, Tito Gobbi
**Artists:** Lamberto Gardelli/Monte Carlo Opera Orch. & Chorus. Magda Olivero, Mario del Monaco, Tito Gobbi (2 CD) (Decca)
**2DEC B001614802 $26.98 $17.98**

“Dame Kiri Te Kanawa takes the tiny role of a groom, and the Monte-Carlo opera chorus and orchestra play the piece for all it’s worth under the always reliable Gardelli. I’m sorry to go over the top, but Fedora really is one of the most satisfying examples of recorded opera from this already far-off age, with three great stars, each of them in their later fifties, showing just how and why a career dedicated to the correct repertory, not chopping and changing, can become, well, monumental.” -Gramophone

**Donizetti:** Lucia di Lammermoor / Sutherland, Pavarotti
**Works:** Richard Bonynge/ Royal Opera House Covent Garden Orch. & Chorus. Sutherland, Pavarotti, Milnes, Ghiaurov. (2 CD) (Decca)
**2DEC B0001616002 $29.98 $17.98**

“This is the first version of Lucia to appear on CD, and very welcome it is. Those who have the LPs will know how excellent the recording is on that medium; in this case, therefore, the improvement and immediacy on the CD is marginal, except for the constant factor of the absence of clicks and splutters. You will recall that Bonynge’s is a genuinely complete edition of the score with every number in its original key... So for the whole thing, not to forget a really spacious recording, the Decca is an essential.” -Gramophone
Mirare

Fauré: Complete works for piano, Vol. 2 / Jean-Claude Pennetier, piano

* Works: Fauré: Barcarolles for piano nos 1-3; Improptus for piano nos 1 & 2; Nocturnes for piano.
* Artists: Jean-Claude Pennetier (Pno). (1 CD) (Mirare)

MRR 100 $22.49 $20.49

Mozart: Works for Piano / Zhu Xiao-Mei, piano

* Works: W.A. Mozart: Adagio for Piano, K 540; Andante for Mechanical Organ, K 616; Fantasia for Piano, K 396; Sonatas for Piano nos 10 & 17; Variations (12) for Piano in C major on “Ah vous dirai-je maman”, K 265.
* Artists: Zhu Xiao-Mei (Pno). (1 CD) (Mirare)

MRR 152 $22.49 $20.49

Michael Nyman in Concert

* Works: Michael Nyman (1944 - ): Bird Anthem for chorus & band; Bird List Song, for soprano & band; Five Orchestral Pieces for Opus Tree; In Re Don Giovanni, for band; M-Work, for chorus & band; Waltz for chamber ensemble.
* Artists: Lucie Skeaping (Rebec); Peter Brotzmann (Reeds); Evan Parker (Winds). (1 ECD) (MN Records)

NMR 123 $16.99 $16.99

La Bella Devozione: Musica Religiosa Piscicale

* Works: Cristoforo Caresana (1640 - 1709): Missa a 8 voices, 2 violins & continuo.
* Artists: Luciano Pizzetti (Dir.); Carolyn Patten (Sop); Valerio Mezzadri (Sop); Marjorie Gadbois (Alt); Laura Miller (Alto); J. D. Bradley (Ten);LUKE RYAN (Bar); Marc-André Hamelin (Pno). (1 CD) (Neos Production)

NEOS 11010 $22.49 $20.49

The koto (the Japanese zither) originally arrived in Japan by way of China in the Nara period (8th century) as an instrument in the gagaku ensemble. Later it evolved into a solo instrument whose important traditional repertoire was provided by Yatsuhashi Kengyô in the 17th century.

Pictures of New York / Visotzky and Zawodnik

* Works: D.M. Visotzky: A Moment with Heidi Rogers, for alto saxophone & English horn; American Siesta, for alto saxophone & English horn; Blue City, for 2 alto saxophones, oboe & baritone oboe; American Siesta, for alto saxophone & English horn; Dancers in the Park, for alto saxophone & oboe; Guggenheim High, for alto saxophone & baritone oboe; Let the Show Begin, for alto saxophone & baritone oboe.
* Artists: Beatrice Zawodnik (Baritone Oboe); D.M. Visotzky (Baritone Oboe). (1 CD) (Neos)

NEOS 11111 $22.49 $20.49

Peter Ruzicka: Orchestra Works, Vol. 1 / Berwaerts

* Works: Peter Ruzicka (1948 - ): Memorial per G.S., for orchestra; Nachklang, for orchestra; Nachstücks (-aufgegebenes werk), for trumpet & orchestra; Vorecho, for large orchestra.
* Artists: Peter Ruzicka/North German RSO. Jeroen Berwaerts (Tpt). (1 CD) (Neos Production)

NEOS 11045 $22.49 $20.49

Modern American Bass / Robert Black, double bass

* Artists: Robert Black (Double Bass); John McDonald (Pno). (2 CD) (New World)

2NWR 80722 $39.99 $35.99

Nimbus

The Bad Tempered Flute: Music of Andy Scott

* Works: Andy Scott (1949 - ): And Everything Is Still, for flute & piano; Eighteen, for baritone saxophone; Fujiko, for flute & piano; My Mountain Top, for solo flute; Nemesis, for saxophone & vibraphone; Paquito, for flute & harp.
* Artists: Craig Ogden (Gtr); Peter Lawson (Pno); Andrew Findon (Flt); Paul Edmund-Davies (Flt); Tim Carey (Pno). (1 CD) (Nimbus Records)

NIM 6156 $17.99 $15.99

James P. Johnson: Harlem Symphony; Concerto ‘jazz A Mine’ / Leslie Stifelman, piano

* Works: James P. Johnson (1894 - 1955): American Symphonic Suite; Charleston; Concerto for piano & orchestra, “Jazz a Mine”; Drums, symphonic poem; Harlem Symphony; Victory Stride.
* Artists: Marin Alsop/Concordia Orch. Leslie Stifelman (Pno); Chris Gekker (Tpt); James Pugh (Trb); Lawrence Feldman (Cint). (1 CD) (Nimbus)

NIM 2745 $12.49 $10.99

Density 21.5: Unaccompanied Works For Flute by Findon, Scott, Verses, Nyman, Cullen et al

* Works: J.S. Bach: Partita for Flute solo in A minor, BWV 1013; David Cullen: Sonata for solo flute; Geoffrey Eales (circa 1950 - ): The 11th Commandment, for flute; David C. Heath (1956 - ): Coltrane, for flute; Michael Nyman (1944 - ); Canzona, for flute; Songs for Tony; Andy Scott (1949 - ); Edgard Varèse (Conductor/Director) (1883 - 1965).
* Artists: Andrew Findon (Flt). (1 CD) (Nimbus Records)

NIM 6157 $17.99 $15.99

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 / Butt


NIM 6146 $17.99 $15.99

The Music of Vladimir Martynov / Kronos Quartet

* Works: Vladimir Martynov (1946 - ): Der Abschied, for flute & harp; Density 21.5, for flute & harp; Memorial per G.S., for orchestra; Nachklang, for orchestra; Nachstücks (-aufgegebenes werk), for trumpet & orchestra; Vorecho, for large orchestra.
* Artists: Peter Ruzicka/North German RSO. Jeroen Berwaerts (Tpt). (1 CD) (Neos Production)

NEOS 11045 $22.49 $20.49

Call toll free...

1/800/222-6872
Onyx

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 2; Mussorgsky: Pictures; Night On Bare Mountain

\textbf{Works:} Mussorgsky: Night on the Bare Mountain; Tchaikovsky: Symphony no 2 in C minor (“Little Russian”), Op. 17. \textbf{Artists:} Kirill Karabits/Bournemouth SO. (1 CD) (Onyx Classics)

\textbf{NYX 4074} $22.49 $20.49

“[It] has everything we expect from a Tchaikovsky interpreter of the Moscow school - colour, sweep, majesty, but not a whiff of indulgence. The Bournemouth orchestra responds with style and drive - all wind sections in superlative form - and a symphony that is often dismissed as a poor relation of its better known successors comes across as a masterpiece.” - The Financial Times

Schumann: String Quartets 1-3; Piano Quintet

\textbf{Works:} Schumann: Piano Quintet in E flat major, Op. 44; Quartet for Strings no 1 in A minor, Op. 41/1; Quartet for Strings no 2 in F major, Op. 41/2; Quartet for Strings no 3 in A major, Op. 41/3. \textbf{Artists:} Gringolts Quartet. Peter Laul (Pno). (2 CD) (Onyx Classics)

\textbf{NYX 4081} $37.49 $33.49

Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Vol. 1 / Jonathan Biss


\textbf{2PRN 96051} $17.99 $15.99

Richard Strauss: Music for Wind Instruments


\textbf{PSSA 981} $16.99

Recommended

\textbf{Vocal & Choral works by Rachmaninoff}

\textbf{Works:} Sergey Rachmaninov (1873 - 1943): Russian Songs (3) for chorus & orchestra, Op. 41; The Bells, choral symphony for soprano, tenor, baritone, chorus & orchestra, Op. 35; The Spring, cantata for baritone, chorus & orchestra, Op. 20. \textbf{Artists:} Gianandrea Noseda/BBC PO. Misha Didyk (Tnr); Svetlana Vasilyeva (Sop); Alexei Tanovitski (Voice). (1 CD) (Chandos Records)

\textbf{CHA 10708} $20.99 $18.99

“Noseda handles [The Bells] skilfully, with sensitivity to the contrasted moods and to the orchestral detail as well as to the balance with the chorus and soloists...and the grim finale is kept at a firm and solemn pace...[in ‘Spring’] Tanovitsky broods impressively as the peasant, phrasing sensitively, and Noseda does well to make formal sense of the piece.” - International Record Review

\textbf{Richard Strauss: Die Liebe der Danae / Litton}

\textbf{Works:} R. Strauss: Die Liebe der Danae. \textbf{Artists:} Andrew Litton/Deutsche Oper Berlin Orch. & Chorus. Manuela Uhl (Sop); Matthias Klink (Tnr); Burkhard Ulrich (Tnr); Thomas Blonder (Tnr); Mark Delavan (Bar). (2 DVD-Video) (Arthaus DVD)

\textbf{2AHM 101580} $42.99 $38.99

“The Deutsche Oper production of this beautiful but rarely performed work is an absolute delight and a real treat for fans of Richard Strauss... It looks marvellous and comes across well on the screen, the sets perfectly appropriate for the scale and the nature of the subject. The casting is good and the singing excellent... [The audio tracks put] across the full splendour and luscious beauty of a score that, superbly performed by the orchestra of the Deutsche Oper under Andrew Litton, ranges from delicate, sparkling playfulness to brooding, contemplative melancholy. Consummately Richard Strauss then, and this performance amply demonstrates the qualities and strengths of an opera that, like much of the composer’s late work, remains largely unknown, underperformed, underrated and surely ripe for rediscovery.” - Opera Journal

\textbf{Britten: A Midsummer Night’s Dream / Volkov}

\textbf{Works:} Ilan Volkov/London PO. Bejun Mehta, Kate Royal, Iride Martinez, Matthew Rose. (2 CD) (Glyndebourne)

\textbf{2GLY 013-06} $32.99 $29.99

“Musically, it’s fabulous, too. Mehta - his voice unearthly, sensual and hinting throughout at deep depravity beneath the surface beauty - gives one of the greatest performances you will ever hear... Ilan Volkov’s conducting is also exceptional, drawing us into the opera’s world with those narcotic opening glissandi and holding us entranced throughout.” - The Guardian
Piano Classics

Works: Liszt: Funérailles (Harmonies poétiques no 7), S 160 “Suisse”; Appassionata, étude for piano (the “original” no 2) in C sharp minor (I & II), S. 139/2; Elegies, for piano nos 1 & 2; Hungarian Rhapsody, for piano (the “original” no 2) in C sharp minor (I & II), S. 244/2. Artists: Cyprien Katsaris (Pno). (2 CD) (Piano Classics)

PHI Records

Brahms: Works for Chorus and Orchestra / Ann Hallenberg, Philippe Herreweghe

PHI 3 $26.99 $18.99

Cyprien Katsaris Plays Liszt, Vol. 1
Works: Liszt: Am Grabe Richard Wagners, for piano, S. 202 (LW A202); Concerto for Piano no 2; La Lugubre gondola (in 4/4; 2nd draft), S. 199a/2; Elegies, for piano nos 1 & 2; Hungarian Rhapsody, for piano (the “original” no 2) in C sharp minor (I & II), S. 244/2. Artists: Cyprien Katsaris (Pno). (2 CD) (Piano 21)

2P21 41 $27.99 $24.99

Cyprien Katsaris Archives, Vol. 8: Schubert
Works: Cyprien Katsaris (1951 - ): Improvisation on piano for themes of Tchaikovsky & Wagner; Liszt: Ave Maria (after Schubert), S. 558/12; Der Müller und der Bach (Schubert), S. 565 no 2; Erkönig (Schubert) for Piano, S. 558 no 4; Alessandro Marcello: Concerto for Oboe, Op. 1; Schubert: 12 German Dances D. 420. Artists: Cyprien Katsaris (Pno). (2 CD) (Piano 21)

2P21 42 $27.99 $24.99

Profile Edition

Bruckner: Symphony No. 5 / Gunter Wand

PRF 09042 $18.99 $16.99

Cherubini: Missa Solemnis No 2 in D Minor
Works: Luigi Cherubini (1760 - 1842): Requiem no2, for male chorus & orchestra in D minor. Artists: Hans Rudolf Zobele/Munich SO. Wolf Matthias Friedrich (Bass); Rodrigo Orrego (Tnr); Monika Wiebe (Sop). (1 CD) (Profile Edition Gunter Hanssler)

PRF 11060 $18.99 $16.99

Follies [New Broadway Cast Album]

2PSCL 1105 $24.99 $19.99

Janacek: On an Overgrown Path; MacDowell

OTQR 2076 $17.99 $15.99

Bach: Flute Sonatas / Elizabeth Walker, Continuum
Works: J.S. Bach: Partita for Flute solo, BWV 1013; 3 Sonatas for flute & continuo, BWV 1033 - 1035; Sonata for Flute and Harpsichord in B minor, BWV 1030. Artists: Elizabeth Walker (Flt). (1 CD) (Quartz Records)

QRST 1131 $19.99 $16.99

Martin Luther, Organ, Vol. 3 / Great Organ Music
Works: J.S. Bach: Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor, BWV 582; César Franck (1822 - 1890): Chorales (3); Paul Hindemith (1895 - 1963): Sonata for organ no 1. Artists: Martin Luther (Organ). (1 CD) (Querstand)

QRST 1132 $18.99 $16.99

Martin Luther, Organ, Vol. 1 / 9/11 In Memoriam
Works: J.S. Bach: An Wasserflüssen Babylon, BWV 653; Art of the Fugue, BWV 1080; Von Gott will ich nicht lassen, chorale prelude, BWV 658; Wenn wir in höchsten Nöten sein, chorale prelude for organ, BWV 641; Maurice Duruflé (1902 - 1986): Suite, Op. 5; Richard Saxel (Pno). (1 CD) (Quartz Records)

QRST 1130 $18.99 $16.99

Coming Home for Christmas / Ensemble Amarcord
Works: Irving Berlin: Holiday Inn; Felix Bernard: Winter Wonderland; Juan Miguel Verdugo Garcia: Slumber sleeps; Franz Grillner: Silent Night; Emily Köchler: A Thousand Candles Burning Bright; Mendelssohn: “Hark! The herald angels sing”; Marcia Miranda; John Jacob Niles; Lotte Schuffenhauer. Artists: Ensemble Amarcord. Götz Alsmann (Accordion); Sam Jarju (Perc); Rudi Marhold (Drums); Markus Paalick (Perc). (1 CD) (Querstand)

RKG 10111 $18.99 $16.99

New Releases

https://www.hbdirect.com

1/800/222-6872
Recommended

William Vincent Wallace: Maritana

"[I] feel all the wiser for having at last been given the opportunity to hear a modern performance of this very important work, it’s part of the missing link in our knowledge of British music theatre...[the cast] all sing with total dedication and conviction. It isn’t at all difficult to understand Maritana’s popularity, nor with the ensuing snobbery of the twentieth century, why it fell out of favour." - Gramophone

Debussy: Orchestral Works, Vol. 7 / Jean-Yves Thibaudet, piano
Works: Debussy: Dansé sacrée et danse profane; Fantaisie for piano & orchestra; Première Rhapsodie for Clarinet and Orchestra; Rhapsodie for Saxophone and Orchestra. **Artists:** Jun Märkl/Orchestre National de Lyon. Jean-Yves Thibaudet (Pno); Paul Meyer (Clnt); Alexandre Doisy (Sax). (1 CD) (Naxos (USA)) **NXS 8572675** $40.99 **$39.99**

"We’ve reached Volume 7 in Naxos’s superb Lyonnaise exploration of Debussy’s orchestral works with the thrilling Fantasie for Piano and Orchestra, superbly played here by Jean-Yves Thibaudet. It’s a grand showpiece, reminiscent of César Franck’s Symphonic Variations but painted in Debussy’s inimitable palette." - The Observer

Sleep Holy Babe: Collection of Christmas Lullabies / Blossom Street; Hilary Campbell
Works: David Bevan: Magnificat; Dan Burges: Coventry Carol; Hilary Campbell: Sleep, my dreaming one; Alexander Campkin: Sleep, Holy Baby; John Duggan: O baby, born bare; Gerald Finzi: A Lullaby; Trevor Ling (1933 - ); Anthony Mudge (1974 - ); Pierre de Manchicourt (1510 - 1564); Francis Pott (1557 - ); Richard Pygott (1485 - 1549); Jonathan Rathbone. **Artists:** Blossom Street Vocal Ensemble. Hilary Campbell.(1 CD) (Naxos) **NXS 8572688** $40.99 **$39.99**

"The vocal ensemble Blossom Street has cast its net wide to find a broad spectrum of lullabies ranging from a 16th-century O Emanuel to a modern setting by Daniel Burges of the words of the Coventry Carol, together with other contemporary treatments of sacred or soothing texts, sensitively sung." - The Telegraph

Mendelssohn: Works for Cello and Piano
Works: Mendelssohn: Sonatas for cello & piano nos 1 & 2; Song Without Words; Variations Concertantes for Cello and Piano, Op. 17. **Artists:** Paul Watkins (Clo); Huw Watkins (Pno). (1 CD) (Chandos Records) **CHA 10701** $26.99 **$18.99**

"The two sonatas lie somewhere between Beethoven and Brahms but still have Mendelssohn’s own stamp of fresh individuality... There have been plenty of recommendable recordings of this music... but this finely balanced and recorded Chandos CD now stands high on the list of recommendations." - Gramophone

Red
Dvorak: Requiem / Karell Ancerl
Works: Antonin Dvorak (1841 - 1904): Requiem for vocal soloists, chorus & orchestra. B. 165 (Op. 89). **Artists:** Karell Ancerl. Ernst Haefliger (Tnr); Maria Stader (Sop); Kim Borg (Bass). (2 CD) (Red/ membrane) **2RED 233192** $20.99 **$18.99**
Ravel, Rachmaninov: Piano Concertos / Michelangeli, piano
Works: Sergey Rachmaninov (1873 - 1943): Concerto for Piano no 4 in G minor, Op. 40; Ravel: Concerto for Piano in G major. **Artists:** Ettore Gracis/Philharmonia Orch. Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli (Pno). (1 CD) (Red/membran) **RED 233053** $17.99 **$15.99**
Brahms: A German Requiem / Kempe
Works: Brahms: German Requiem, Op. 45. **Artists:** Rudolf Kempe/Berlin PO. Elisabeth Grummer, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (Ten); Maria Stader (Sop); Kim Borg (Bass). (2 CD) (Red/ membrane) **RED 233054** $17.99 **$15.99**
Beethoven: Complete works for Cello and Piano / Fierournier, cello; Friedrich Gulda, piano
Works: Beethoven: Sonatas for cello & piano nos 1 - 5; Variations (12) for Cello and Piano in F major on “Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen”, Op. 66; Variations (7) on Mozart’s “Bei Mannern, WoO 46; Variations (12) on a Theme by Handel. **Artists:** Friedrich Gulda (Pno); Pierre Fournier (Clno). (2 CD) (Red/membran) **2RED 233075** $26.99 **$18.99**
Heinrich Isaac: Ich Muss Dich Lassen / Dirk Snellings, Capilla Flamenca
Works: Heinrich Isaac (circa 1450 - 1517): A la battaglia, song for 4 voices; Donna di dentro/d. Dammene up pocho/Fortuna d’un gran tempo, song for 4 voices; En l’ombre d’un buissonet, chanson for 3 or 4 voices (also attrib. Josquin); Fiammi una gratia, amore, song for 3 voices; Hor’d e maggio, song for 4 voices (incomplete); Ich stund an einem Morgen, song for 4 voices. **Artists:** Dirk Snellings/Capilla Flamenca. (1 CD) (Ricecar) **RCR 318** $26.99 **$18.99**

or Call toll free... 1/800/222-6872

www.hbdirect.com
Royal Philharmonic

Mozart: Piano Sonatas / Ronan O’Hara

**Works:** W.A. Mozart: Fantasy for Piano in C minor, K 475; Sonata for Piano no 14 in C minor, K. 457; Sonata for Piano no 16 in B flat major, K. 570; Sonata for Piano no 5 in G major, K. 283 (K. 189h).

**Artists:** Ronan O’Hora (Pno). (1 CD) (Royal Philharmonic Masterworks)

**rpm 29010 $7.99 $5.99 on sale**

Rachmaninov: Piano Concerto No. 2 / Ardkov

**Works:** Sergei Rachmaninov (1873 - 1943): Concerto for Piano no 2 in C minor, Op. 18. **Artists:** Alexander, Gibson/Royal PO. Alexander Ardkov (Pno). (1 CD) (Royal Philharmonic Masterworks)

**rpm 29220 $7.99 $5.99 on sale**

Brahms: Symphony 1; Hadyn Vars. / James Judd

**Works:** Brahms: Symphony no 1 in C minor, Op. 68; Variations on a Theme of Haydn for orchestra, Op. 56a “St. Anthony.” **Artists:** James Judd/Royal PO. (1 CD) (Royal Philharmonic Masterworks)

**rpm 29230 $7.99 $5.99 on sale**

01 viridissima virga: Music from the Middle Ages

**Artists:** ALBA Ensemble. Poul Hoxbro (Drum); Helen Davis (Harp). (4 CD) (Scandinavian Classic)

**4SCDV 233117 $16.99 $16.99**

Today the Middle Ages is found to be particularly fascinating in all of its facets - some 500 hundred years after the period came to an end - and the music of those long-gone days keeps getting rediscovered, gaining new music fans all over the world. This 4CD set boasts recordings from different genres and countries, including music from one of the “superstars” of the Middle Ages: Hildegard von Bingen. The music is performed by the specialist ensemble ALBA, introducing listeners to this unfamiliar music in outstanding fashion.

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 / Charles Mackerras

**Works:** Beethoven: Symphony no 9 in D minor (“Choral”), Op. 125. **Artists:** Charles, Mackerras/Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. Rocroft, Janes, Ainsley, Davies. (1 CD) (Signum UK)

**SGK 254 $18.99 $16.99**

Recorded live at the Edinburgh International Festival in 1994.

Carl Arnold: Piano Works / Torleif Torgersen, Fortepiano

**Works:** Carl Arnold: Fantasie for piano; Romance for piano; Rondo (after Norwegian folksong “Stusle Sundagskvelden”); Rondoletto no 1 in D minor; Sonatas for Piano nos 1 & 3. **Artists:** Torleif Torgersen (FtePno). (1 CD) (Simax)

**sim 1305 $29.99 $18.99**

Torgersen has rediscovered the works of forgotten composer Carl Arnold, interpreting his works with all the fire and passion a beautiful 1830 fortepiano has to offer.

Borgia, score for the television series

**Works:** Cyril Morin (1962 - ): Borgia, television score. **Artists:** Peter Pejtík. Zoltán Mizsei (Chant); Judit Andrejzski (Voice); Miklos Vince (Voice). (2 CD) (Sony BMG Special Import)

**2PID 968959 $34.99 $31.99**

Sony Classics

Legendary Moments of the New Year’s Concert / Karajan, Kleiber, Maazel, Mehta

**Works:** Johann Strauss I (Senior): Radetzky-March; Johann Strauss II and Josef and Eduard: Schützen-Quadrellie; Joseph Lanner: Die Schönbrunner Waltzer; Johann Strauss II (Junior): Accelerationen, Op. 234; On the Beautiful Blue Danube; Bauern-Polka, Op. 276; Eduard Strauss (1835 - 1916); Johann II Strauss and Josef; Josef Strauss (1827 - 1870).

**Artists:** Zubin Mehta/Lorin Maazel/Vienna Philharmonic; Carlos Kleiber/Vienna Philharmonic. Lorin Maazel (Vin); Werner Hink (Vin). (4 ECD) (Sony Classical)

**4SNYC 88979520262 $22.49 $20.49**

French Impressions / Joshua Bell, Jeremy Denk

**Works:** César Franck (1822 - 1890): Sonata for Violin and Piano in A major, M 8; Ravel: Sonata for violin & piano no 2 in G major; Saint-Saëns: Sonata for violin & piano no 1 in D minor. Op. 75. **Artists:** Joshua Bell (Vin); Jeremy Denk (Pno). (1 CD) (Sony Classical)

**4SNYC 8897820262 $16.99 $14.99**

“Joshua Bell plays with fire and finesse, with Denk a powerful ally. Franck’s dark-light violin sonata, mysterious, ardent and far more than the sum of its parts when played as majestically as here, forms the centrepiece of this seriously beguiling disc. A first essential purchase for 2012.” - The Observer

Claude Bolling: Suite for Cello & Jazz Piano Trio

**Works:** Claude Bolling (1930 - ): Suite for cello & jazz piano trio. **Artists:** Yo-Yo Ma (Cio); Claude Bolling (Pno); Jean-Luc Dayan (Drums). (1 CD) (Sony Classical)

**SNYC 54728 $12.99 $10.99**

Music for the film “Iron Lady”


**Artists:** Tullio Serafin/Thomas Newman. Maria Callas (Sop); Olli Mustonen (Pno); Marni Nixon (Sop); Yul Brynner (Voice); Deborah Kerr (Voice). (1 CD) (Sony Classical)

**SNYC 14342 $15.99 $13.99**

Bruckner: Symphony No. 7 / Gunter Wand

**Works:** Bruckner: Symphony no 7 in E major, WAB 107. **Artists:** Günter Wand/Cologne Radio Sym Orch. (1 CD) (Sony Classical Import)

**P1D 882853 $14.99 $10.99**

Cinema Serenade [KZHD]

**Works:** Luis Enrique Bacalov (1933 - ): II Postino; John Barry (Conductor/Composer) (1933 - 2011): Out of Africa; Elmer Bernstein (1922 - 2004): The Age of Innocence; Luiz Bonfá (1922 - 2001): Black Orpheus; Carlos Gardel (1890 - 1935): Por una cabeza, tango for voice & chamber orchestra; Quincy Jones (1933 - ): The Color Purple; Michel Legrand (1932 - ); Ennio Morricone (Composer/Conductor) (1928 - ); André Previn (Conductor/Piano) (1929 - ); John Williams (Film Composer) (1932 - ). **Artists:** John Williams. Itzhak Perlman (Vin). (1 CD) (Sony Classical Import)

**P1D 1911106 $46.99 $43.99**

**Works:** J.S. Bach: Fantasia and Fugue, BWV 905; Fugue for organ in G minor ("Little"), BWV 578; Orchestral Suite no 3; Brahms: Chorale Preludes, Op. 122; Howard Cable: Carnival of Venice; John Dowland: Come Again; Malcolm Forsyth; Giovanni Gabrieli; Luther Henderson; Michael Kamen; Sonny Kompanek; W.A. Mozart; Brandon Ridener; RMSky-Korsakov; Matos Rodriguez (1897 - 1948); Samuel Scheidt (1587 - 1654); American Traditional. **Artists:** Canadian Brass. (1 CD) (Steinway & Sons)

$18.99

---

Stradivarius

**Raffaele Bellafronte: Arakathamala**

**Works:** Raffaele Bellafronte: Arakathamala, for orchestra; Blue, for violin & harp; Cristalli di sale, for claritone & harp; Desaccòrd, for piano; Midnight plays, for clarinet, cello & piano; Nights in Broadway, for brass ensemble. **Artists:** Gomalan Brass Quintet; I Filarmonici di Busseto. Francesco D’Orazio (Vln); Federico Mondelici (Sax); Vito Paternoster (Cio); Corrado Giuffredi (Clt); Giampaolo Nuti (FlutePno). (1 CD) (Stradivarius)

SVS 33994 $18.99

---

At The Piano With Pedalboard: Beethoven, Schumann, Franck & Bach / Mirco Bruson, piano

**Works:** J.S. Bach: Chorale Preludes for organ BWV 639 & 659; Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor, BWV 582; Beethoven: Five Pieces for Musical Clock, WoO 33; César Franck: Prelude, Fugue and Variation for Organ, Op. 18; R. Schumann: Etudes (6) in Canon Form for pedal piano, Op. 56. **Artists:** Mirco Bruson (Pedal Piano). (1 CD) (Stradivarius)

SVS 72010 $18.99

---

Rising: Copland, Schwantner, Whitacre, Msalkan

**Works:** Aaron Copland: An Outdoor Overture for band; Ceremonial Fanfare, for brass ensemble; David Msalkan (1943 - ): Symphony no 4 for symphonic winds; Joseph Schwantner (1943 - ): ...and the mountains rising nowhere; Eric Whitacre (1970 - ): Sleep, for wind symphony. **Artists:** Mallory Thompson/Northwestern University Symphonic Wind Ensemble. (1 CD) (Summit Records)

SUM 580 $17.99

---

Daniel Asia: Of Songs & Psalms / Symphony No. 5

**Works:** Daniel Asia (1953 - ): Nonet, for ensemble; Symphony no 5; Of Songs & Psalms. **Artists:** Koji Kawamoto/Pilsen Philharmonic; Czech Nonet. Chris Pedro Trakas (Voice); Robert Swensen (Trnr). (1 CD) (Summit Records)

SUM 579 $17.99

---

Mozart, Rejcha, Kukal: Clarinet Quintets

**Works:** Ondrej Kukal: Concertino for clarinet & strings, Op. 11; W.A. Mozart: Quintet for Clarinet and Strings, K 581; Antoine Reicha (1770 - 1836): Quintet for clarinet & string quartet, Op. 89. **Artists:** Bennewitz Quartet. Ludmila Peterková (Bassett Clarinet); Pavel Klecka (Db1 Bss). (1 CD) (Supraphon)

SPR 4061 $16.99

---

Classic FM favorite Ludmila Peterková’s A superb partner to the clarinetist is the Bennewitz Quartet, one of the finest continuers of the celebrated Czech quartet tradition, as evidenced by their successes at international competitions.

Recommended

**Bruno Maderna: Piano Concertos / Quadrivium**

**Works:** Bruno Maderna (1920 - 1973): Concerto for 2 pianos & instruments; Concerto for Piano (Version for 2 pianos); Piano Concerto; Quadrivium, for percussion quartet & orchestra. **Artists:** Carlo Miotto/Group 40.6. Aldo Orvieto (Pno); Fausto Bongelli (Pno); Alessandro Carobbio (Perc); Enrico Femia (Perc); Saverio Tasca (Perc). (1 CD) (Naxos (USA))

NXS 8572642 $10.99

---

"Quadrivium, for four percussionists and orchestra from 1969, is one of Maderna's best pieces, and it dominates this disc...But it’s the vivid performance of Quadrivium conducted by Caerlo Miotto, that provides the reason for hearing this disc." - The Guardian

---

**Another Night Before Christmas and Scrooge, narrated by Simon Callow**

**Works:** Matthew Curtis (1959 - ): Christmas Rush, concert march for orchestra; John Fox (1926 - ): Carol Fantasia, for orchestra; Thomas Hewitt Jones: Christmas Cracker, for orchestra; Bryan Kelly (1934 - ): Scrooge, for narrator, violin & orchestra; Philip Lane (1950 - ): Another Night Before Christmas, for narrator & orchestra; Old Christmas Music, for orchestra; Liszt; Angela Morley (1923 - 2009): Vladimir Rebikov (1866 - 1920): Adam Saunders (1968 - ): Tchaikovsky. **Artists:** Gavin Sutherland/RTÉ Concert Orch. Mia Cooper (Vln). (1 CD) (Naxos (USA))

NXS 8572744 $10.99

---

"Bryan Kelly’s Dickens distillation Scrooge, exuberantly narrated by Simon Callow, is one of the main items here, alongside Philip Lane’s Old Christmas Music, Matthew Curtis’s Christmas Rush and other pieces with a Christmas backdrop." - The Telegraph
The Studio Recordings 1954-1960: Michael Rabin

**Works by:** J.S. Bach; Johann Brandl (1760 - 1837); Max Bruch (1838 - 1920); Chopin; Debussy; Grigoras Dinicu (1889 - 1949); Edward Elgar; Carl Engel (1883 - 1944); Alexander Glazunov; Henryk Wieniawski; Fritz Kreisler; Massenet; Mendelssohn; Federico Mompou (1893 - 1987); Nicolò Paganini (1782 - 1840); Prokofiev; Ravel; Rimsky-Korsakov; Saint-Saëns; Pablo de Sarasate; Scriabin; Josef Suk; Tchaikovsky; Eugène Ysaÿe. **Artists:** Felix Slatkin/Loivo von Mataci/Eugene Goossens/Alice Galliera/Adrian Boult. Michael Rabin (Vln); Leon Pommers (Pno). (3 CD) (Testament)

**6TES 61471 $89.99 $80.99**

Testament's collection of EMI recordings released here exists as a fitting memorial to this great artist. In addition, in 2012 the label will release a further set of unreleased Rabin performances taken from private tapes belonging to Bertine Rabin.

**Brahms:** Symphony No. 2 / Barbirolli - Berlin PO

**Works:** Brahms: Symphony no 2 in D major, Op. 73. **Artists:** John Barbirolli/Berlin Philharmonic. (1 CD) (Testament)

**TES 1469 $22.49 $20.49**

Toccata

Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst: Complete Music Violin & Piano 2 / Sherban Lupu & Ian Hobson

**Works:** Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst (1814 - 1865): Boléro, Op. 16; Fantasie Brillante from Otello, Op. 11; Pensées Fugitives; Romances without words, Op. 15; Souvenir du Pré aux Clercs; Variations brillantes sur un thème de Rossini, Op. 4. **Artists:** Ian Hobson (Pno); Sherban Lupu (Vln). (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 138 $18.99 $16.99**

Joaquin Nin-Culmell: Symphonie Des Mysteres, for Organ & Gregorian Chant / Richard Robertson

**Works:** Joaquin Nin-Culmell: Symphonie des Mystères, for organ. **Artists:** Timothy J. Krueger. Richard Robertson (Organ). (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 11 $18.99 $16.99**

Charles-Valentin Alkan: Complete Piano Duos, Vol. 1

**Works:** Charles-Valentin Alkan (1813 - 1888): Benedictus, for piano 3 hands, Op. 54; Bombardo-courillon, for pedal-piano, 4 feet & 4 hands in B flat major; Fantaisie sur Don Juan, for piano, 4 hands (after Mozart); Finale for piano 4 hands, Op. 17; Impromptu sur le Choral de Luther; Marches (3), for piano, 4 hands, Op. 40. **Artists:** Goldstone & Clemmow Piano Duo. (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 70 $18.99 $16.99**

Heino Eller: Complete Piano Music, Vol. 1 / Sten Lassmann

**Works:** Heino Eller (1887 - 1970): Dance in B minor; Danse-Caprice; Estonian Suite; In the Character of a Dance; Preludes (7) for piano, Book 1, 1914 - 1917; Sonata for Piano no 2. **Artists:** Sten Lassmann (Pno). (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 119 $18.99 $16.99**

Brahms: The 4 Symphonies / Raiskin

**Works:** Brahms: Symphony no 1 in C minor; Symphony no 2 in D major; Symphony no 3 in F major; Symphony no 4 in E minor. **Artists:** Daniel Raiskin/Staatsorchester Rheinische Philharmonie. (3 CD) (TwoPianists)

**3TWPS 1039121 $46.99 $44.99**

Toccata

Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst: Complete Music Violin & Piano 2 / Sherban Lupu & Ian Hobson

**Works:** Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst (1814 - 1865): Boléro, Op. 16; Fantasie Brillante from Otello, Op. 11; Pensées Fugitives; Romances without words, Op. 15; Souvenir du Pré aux Clercs; Variations brillantes sur un thème de Rossini, Op. 4. **Artists:** Ian Hobson (Pno); Sherban Lupu (Vln). (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 138 $18.99 $16.99**

Joaquin Nin-Culmell: Symphonie Des Mysteres, for Organ & Gregorian Chant / Richard Robertson

**Works:** Joaquin Nin-Culmell: Symphonie des Mystères, for organ. **Artists:** Timothy J. Krueger. Richard Robertson (Organ). (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 11 $18.99 $16.99**

Charles-Valentin Alkan: Complete Piano Duos, Vol. 1

**Works:** Charles-Valentin Alkan (1813 - 1888): Benedictus, for piano 3 hands, Op. 54; Bombardocourillon, for pedal-piano, 4 feet & 4 hands in B flat major; Fantaisie sur Don Juan, for piano, 4 hands (after Mozart); Finale for piano 4 hands, Op. 17; Impromptu sur le Choral de Luther; Marches (3), for piano, 4 hands, Op. 40. **Artists:** Goldstone & Clemmow Piano Duo. (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 70 $18.99 $16.99**

Heino Eller: Complete Piano Music, Vol. 1 / Sten Lassmann

**Works:** Heino Eller (1887 - 1970): Dance in B minor; Danse-Caprice; Estonian Suite; In the Character of a Dance; Preludes (7) for piano, Book 1, 1914 - 1917; Sonata for Piano no 2. **Artists:** Sten Lassmann (Pno). (1 CD) (Toccata)

**TOC 119 $18.99 $16.99**

Brahms: The 4 Symphonies / Raiskin

**Works:** Brahms: Symphony no 1 in C minor; Symphony no 2 in D major; Symphony no 3 in F major; Symphony no 4 in E minor. **Artists:** Daniel Raiskin/Staatsorchester Rheinische Philharmonie. (3 CD) (TwoPianists)

**3TWPS 1039121 $46.99 $44.99**
Virgin Classics

Duetti / Philippe Jaroussky; Max Emanuel Cencic

Duets for 2 countertenors by: Giovanni Bononcini (1670 - 1747); Francesco Bartolomeo Conti (1681 - 1732); Francesco Manzini (1672 - 1737); Benedetto Marcello; Nicola Porpora (1686 - 1768). 

Artists: William Christie/Les Arts Florissants. Philippe Jaroussky (CfrTrn); Max Emanuel Cencic (CfrTrn). 

(1 CD) (Virgin Classics)

VCL 709432 $17.98 $14.48 On Sale

"What is startling in this recording is the power of intimacy, as entwining voices and instruments ensnare the listener...when singing with Jaroussky, Cencic allows their vocal timbres to blend gorgeously...Above all, the artists collectively adhere to the sine qua non of performing this repertory: seeming effortlessness." - BBC Music Magazine

J.S. Bach: The 6 Cello Suites on Viola / Caussé

Works: J.S. Bach: Suites for solo cello nos 1 - 6, BWV 1007 - 1012; Rainer Maria Rilke (1875 - 1926). 

Spoken word: Between each suite, French actor Laurent Terzielf reads poems by the poet Rainer-Maria Rilke. 

Artists: Gérard Caussé (Vla); Laurent Terzielf (Spoken word). (2 CD) (Virgin Classics)

2VCL 076652 $17.98 $14.48 On Sale

Stravinsky: Rite of Spring, Firebird / Horenstein

Works: Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring; The Firebird, concert suite no 2. 

Artists: Jascha Horenstein/ Southwest German RSO. (1 CD) (Vox Classical)

VOCX 7804 $11.49 $9.99

Horenstein Conducts Mahler: no 1; Bruckner: no 9

Works: Bruckner: Symphony no 9 in D minor; Mahler: Symphony no 1 "Titan". 

Artists: Jascha Horenstein/ Vienna SO. (2 CD) (Vox Classical)

2VOCX 5508 $15.99 $13.99

Vive La France - J. jacques Offenbach / Kunzel, Cittipoli Pops Orchestra

Works: Jacques Offenbach: American Eagle Waltz; Concerto rondo for cello & orchestra in G major; Gaité Parisienne; L’Œle de Tulipatan, operetta in 1 act; La belle Hélène; Overture to a Grand Orchestra, for orchestra. 

Artists: Erich Kunzel/Cittipoli Pops Orch. Ofra Harnoy (Clo); Philip Collins (Tpt). (2 CD) (Vox Classical)

2VOCX 5131 $15.99 $13.99

Beethoven & Chopin Piano Concertos / Novaea

Works: J.S. Bach: Work(s); Beethoven: Concerto for Piano no 4; Reins of Athens, Op. 113; Brahms: Intermezzi (3) for piano, Op. 117; Pieces (8) for piano, Op. 76; Waltzes (16) for Piano 4 hands, Op. 39; Chopin; Christoph Willibald Gluck; Saint-Saëns; R. Schumann. 

Artists: Otto Klemperer. Guismon Novaea (Pno). (1 CD) (Vox)

2VOCX 5501 $15.99 $13.99

Dvorák: Symphony no 9; J. Janáček / Horenstein

Works: Antonín Dvorák: Symphony no 9 "From the New World"; Leos Janáček: Sinfonietta. 

Artists: Jascha Horenstein/Vienna SO. (1 CD) (Vox Classical)

VOCX 7805 $14.48 $9.99

Shostakovich: Symphony no 5 / Horenstein, Vienna


Artists: Jascha Horenstein/ Vienna Pro Musica Orch. (1 CD) (Vox Classical)

VOCX 7803 $14.49 $9.99

Brahms: Symphony no 1, Haydn Variations / Horenstein, et al

Work: Brahms: Symphony no 1 in C minor, Op. 68; Variations on a Theme of Haydn for orchestra, Op. 56a "St. Anthony". 

Artists: Jascha Horenstein/ Southwest German RSO. (1 CD) (Vox Classical)

VOCX 7801 $11.49 $9.99

Noel: Music for the Season by Charpentier, Fauré, Gounod, Poulenc, Langlais et al.

Works: Henri Büsser (1872 - 1973); Le Sommeil de l’enfant Jesus; Marc-Antoine Charpentier (1643 - 1704); In Nativitatem Domini Nostri Jesu Christi Canticum; Josquin Desprez (circa 1455 - 1521); Ave Maria... virgo serena, motet for 4 parts; Fauré: Noël d’enfants, for children’s chorus & organ; Requiem; Charles Gounod: Le ciel a visité la terre, song for unison chorus & piano (or organ); Jean Langlais (1907 - 1991); Francis Poulenc (1899 - 1963). 

Artists: Joe Miller/ Westminster Choir. Jennifer Larmore (Mzz Sop); Ken Cowan (Organ); Loretta O’Sullivan (Clo); Hank Heijink (Theorbo); Anna Reinersman (Harps). (1 CD) (Westminster Choir College)

WSTM 1009 $18.99 $16.99

Beethoven: Rare Works for Strings

Works: Beethoven: Fugue for String Quartet in B major; Fugue for String Quintet, Op. 137; Minuet for string quartet; Prelude and Fugue at the octave, for string quartet; Quartet for Strings in F (arr. of Piano Sonata no 9; Quartet for Strings (Allegretto) in B minor. 

Artists: Ysaye Quartet. Shuli Waterman (Vla). (1 CD) (Ysaye)

YSAY 506 $20.99 $18.99

Joseph Haydn: String Quartets / Ysaye Quartet


Artists: Ysaye Quartet. (1 CD) (Ysaye)

YSAY 501 $20.99 $18.99

Mozart & Fauré: String Quartets / Ysaye Quartet


Artists: Ysaye Quartet. (1 CD) (Ysaye)

YSAY 505 $20.99 $18.99

Mozart: Clarinet Trio; Kegelstatt-Trio; Adagio & Fugue / Michel Portal, clarinet

Works: Mozart: Clarinet Trio. Jean-Claude Pennetier (Pno); Michel Portal (Clnt). (1 CD) (Ysaye)

Ysaye Quartet. (1 CD) (Ysaye)

YSAY 504 $20.99 $18.99

Beethoven: Piano Sonatas, Vol. 1 / Francois-Frédéric Guy

Works: Beethoven: Sonata for Piano no 10, Op. 14/2; Sonata for Piano no 11, Op. 22; Sonata for Piano no 12 “Funeral March”, Op. 26; Sonata for Piano no 13 “Quasi una fantasia”, Op. 27/1; Sonata for Piano no 14 “Moonlight”, Op. 27/2; Sonata for Piano no 4 “Grand Sonata”, Op. 7. 

Artists: François-Frédéric Guy (Pno). (3 CD) (Zig Zag Territories)

3ZIG 111101 $39.99 $35.99

J S Bach: Goldberg Variations / Rannou

Artists: Blandine Rannou (Hpsi). (2 CD) (Zig Zag Territories)

ZIG 111001 $31.49 $28.49
**New Recommendations on Virgin**

**J. S. Bach: 6 Cello Suites / Gérard Caussé, Laurent Terzieff**

*Artists:* Gérard Caussé (Vla). (2 CD) 2VCL 076652

$17.98 $14.48 On Sale

Gérard Caussé, one of the world’s great viola players, takes on the epic musical challenge of the six suites that Bach composed for cello. Joining Caussé is another distinguished French artist, the actor Laurent Terzieff, who, between each suite, reads poems by the poet Rainer-Maria Rilke, Bohemian-born, but deeply influenced by French culture.

**Les Héroïnes Romantiques, 3: Tragédiennes / Véronique Gens**

*Works:* Hector Berlioz: Les Troyens; Christoph Willibald Gluck: Iphigénie en Tauride; François-Joseph Gossec: Thésée; Rodolphe Kreutzer: Astyanax; Massenet: Hérodiade; Etienne-Nicolas Méhul: Ariodant; Giacomo Meyerbeer: more.

*Artists:* Christophe Rousset/Les Talens Lyriques. Véronique Gens (Sop). (1 CD) 709222B $17.98 $14.48 On Sale

“She tackles roles usually assigned to mezzo-sopranos... but her shining soprano is especially gorgeous in the rarities...Rousset’s period band supplies luxury support.” - The Sunday Times

**Fauré: Complete Chamber Music for Strings and Piano / Angelich, Dalberto, et. Al.**

*Artists:* Quatuor Ebene. (5 CD) 5VCL 708752 $37.48 $28.48 On Sale

“This set has top-flight casting from among the most gifted young musicians of the day... it’s a real treat to hear chamber-music playing of such assurance and enquiring intelligence.” - Guardian

**Mozart Dissonances: String Quartets; Divertimento KV 138 / Quatuor Ebene**

*Artists:* David Zinman/Tonhalle Orch. Zurich. Valeriy Sokolov (Vln). (1 CD) VCL 709222B $17.98 $14.48 On Sale

“Tchaikovsky comes across with freshness and depth of feeling, fostered by Sokolov’s lustrous tone. There is brilliance without ostentation, qualities that apply equally to the Bartók, with the Tonhalle Orchestra providing a luminous backcloth.” - The Daily Telegraph

**Bartok: Violin Concerto No. 2; Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto / Valeriy Sokolov, David Zinman**

*Artists:* David Zinman/Tonhalle Orch. Zurich. Valeriy Sokolov (Vln). (1 CD) VCL 420170 $17.98 $14.48 On Sale

“With its blackly comic plot, the score is full of energy and mischievous high spirits... The performance fairly crackles.” - The Daily Telegraph

**New Releases**

**1/800/222-6872**

www.hbdirect.com
Save On ECM  

Andras Schiff Plays Schumann’s Ghost Variations

Robert Schumann: Geistervariationen / Andras Schiff  
**Works:** R. Schumann: Fantasia in C major, Op. 17; Kinderszenen, Op. 15; Moderato; Sonata for Piano no 1 in F sharp minor (“Grosse Sonate”), Op. 11; Variations on an original theme in E flat major (“Geister-Variationen”), WoO 24; Waldszenen (Forest Scenes), Op. 82.  
(2 CD) ECM B001611502 $37.48 $28.48 On Sale

"The Ghost Variations] make a touching ending to a series of wonderfully thoughtful and carefully detailed performances. In Schiff’s hands, the F sharp minor Sonata becomes much more introspective than usual. But Schumann lovers will be most intrigued by his account of the great C major Fantasy. Here, rather than the familiar ending, he plays what appears to have been Schumann’s original idea.” - The Guardian

Tosho Hosokawa: Landscapes / Liebreich - Munich CO  
**Works:** Tosho Hosokawa (1955 - ); Ceremonial Dance; Cloud and Light, for shō & string orchestra; Landscape No 5; Sakura für Otto Tomek.  
**Artists:** Alexander Liebreich/Munich CO. Mayumi Miyata (Sho).  
(1 CD) ECM B001607302 $29.98 $16.48 On Sale

“It’s exquisite in a self-conscious way, with every texture precisely crafted and placed... The sho’s reedy chords are either surrounded by proliferating orchestral lines or absorbed into multi-layered textures.” - The Guardian

Tchaikovsky, Kissine: Piano Trios / Gidon Kremer  
**Works:** Victor Kissine: Zerkalo (The Mirror); Tchaikovsky: Trio for Piano and Strings in A minor, Op. 50.  
**Artists:** Gidon Kremer (Vln); Khatia Buniatishvili (Pno); Giedre Dirvanauskaite (Cln).  
(1 CD) ECM B001557202 $29.98 $16.48 On Sale

"Gidon Kremer’s dazzling trio here offers two contrasting approaches to the Piano Trio, both offering unexpected pleasures.” - The Independent

Robert Schumann: Fantasia in C major, Op. 17  
**Artists:**  
- Gianluigi Trovesi (Cln)  
- Gianni Coscia (Accord.)

ECM B001626802 $20.98 $16.48 On Sale

Unconcerned whether his work was regarded as high art, unafraid of frivolity, cheerfully parodying Wagner and other cultural icons – how could Offenbach not be a hero for Trovesi and Coscia?

Five Pieces: Takemitsu, Hindemith, Janáček, Silvestrov / Duo Gazzana  
**Works:** Paul Hindemith: Sonata for violin & piano in E major; Leos Janáček: Sonata for violin & piano, JW 7/7; Valentin Silvestrov: Pieces (5) for piano; Toru Takemitsu: Distance de Fée, for violin & piano.  
(1 CD) ECM B001616902 $29.98 $16.48 On Sale

This recital of 20th and 21st century pieces for violin and piano is distinguished by its sensitivity and thoughtfulness and by the refined and insightful playing of the award-winning Duo Gazzana.

Boris Yoffe: Song of Songs / Rosamunde Quartett; The Hilliard Ensemble  
**Works:** Boris Yoffe (1968 - ); I sleep, but my heart waketh; I sought him but I found him not; My head is filled with dew, my locks with drops of the night; My own vineyard I did not keep; My soul went forth when he spoke.  
(1 CD) ECM B001607402 $29.98 $16.48 On Sale

To coincide with the 30th anniversary of Gidon Kremer’s Lockenhaus Chamber Music Festival in Austria, ECM releases a 5-CD box set of recordings from 1981-2008.

Contrechant: Music for Solo Clarinet / Reto Bieri  
**Works:** Luciano Berio: Lied; Elliott Carter: Gra; Peter Eötvös: Derwischtanz; Heinz Holliger: Contrechant (sur le nom de Baudelaire); Rechant; Salvatore Sciarrino: Let me die before I wake; Gergely Vajda.  
(1 CD) ECM B001627102 $29.98 $16.48 On Sale
All Decca and DG DVDs & VCDs

**2DEC B001593509 $42.98**

*Puccini: Turandot / Ramey, Guleghinia Nelsons - MET [DVD]*

*Artists:* Andris Nelsons/Metropolitan Opera Orch. & Chorus. Samuel Ramey (Bass); Marcello Giordani (Tnr); Maria Guleghina (Sop); Marina Poplavskaya (Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (Decca) (Pic Fmt: NTSC, Color)

**DEC B001573509 $32.98**

*The Met’s over-the-top production, which is rumored to have cost $1.5 million when this extravaganza first opened in 1987, must be seen to be believed... [The Met Orchestra] was in top form throughout this complex and demanding score...* MusicalCriticism.com

**2DEC B001619609 $42.98**

*Strauss: Capriccio / Renee Fleming, Met Opera [2 DVD]*

*Artists:* Andrew Davis/Metropolitan Opera Orch. Renée Fleming (Sop); Sarah Connolly (Mzz Sop); Russell Braun (Bar); Joseph Kaiser (Tnr); Peter Rose (Bass). (2 DVD-Video) (Decca)

**2DGG B001620309 $42.98**

*Donizetti: Anna Bolena / Netrebko, Garanca - MET [2 DVD]*

*Artists:* Evelino Pidò/Vienna State Opera Orch. Anna Netrebko (Sop); Elina Garanca (Mzz Sop); Ildemando D’Arcangelo (Bar). (2 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon)

**2DEC B001611109 $32.98**

*Giordano: Andrea Chenier / Levine - MET [DVD]*

*Artists:* Michele Mariotti/Teatro Comunale di Bologna Orch. Juan Diego Florez (Tnr); Maria Guleghina (Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (Decca)

**2DEC B001550409 $32.98**

*Verdi: Aida / Daniele Gatti, Urmana, Botha [2 DVD]*

*Artists:* Daniele Gatti/Metropolitan Opera Orch. & Chorus. Violeta Urmana (Sop); Dolora Zajick (Mzz Sop); Johan Botha (Tnr); Carlo Guelfi (Bar). (2 DVD-Video) (Decca) (Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, Color)

**2DEC B001573609 $42.98**

*Verdi’s epic drama of ancient Egypt comes to life in the Met’s monumental production, captured here in a breathtaking Live in HD presentation.*

**2DGG B001550409 $32.98**

*Donizetti: Don Pasquale / Levine - Met, Netrebko [DVD]*

*Artists:* James Levine/Metropolitan Opera Orch. & Chorus. Anna Netrebko (Sop); Matthew Polenzani (Tnr); John del Carlo (Bass); Mariusz Kwiecien (Bass). (2 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon) (Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, Color)

**2DGG B001499009 $32.98**

*Rossini: Armida / Fleming, Brownlee - MET [DVD]*

*Artists:* Ricardo Frizza/Metropolitan Opera Orch. & Chorus. Reneé Fleming (Sop); Lawrence Brownlee (Tnr). (2 DVDs) (Decca) (Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, Color)

**2DEC B001522609 $42.98**

*Bellini: I Puritani / Florez, D’Arcangelo [2 DVD]*

*Artists:* Michele Mariotti/Teatro Comunale di Bologna Orch. Juan Diego Florez (Tnr); Ildemando D’Arcangelo (Bass); Nino Machaidze (Sop); Gabriele Viviani (Bar); Gianluca Floris (Tnr). (2 DVD-Video) (Decca)

**2DEC B001548309 $32.98**

*Berg: Lulu / Boder, Petitbon, J un, Holland, Groves [2 DVD]*

*Artists:* Michael Boder/Barcelona Teatro Liceu Orch. Patricia Petitbon (Sop); Paul Groves (Tnr); Franz Grundheber (Bar); Ashley Holland (Bar); Julia Juon (Mzz Sop). (2 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon)

**2DGG B001593509 $42.98**

*Puccini: Tosca / Kaufmann, Hampson [DVD]*

*Artists:* Paolo Carignani/Zurich Opera Orch. & Chorus. Thomas Hampson (Bar); Jonas Kaufmann (Tnr); Emily Magee (Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (Decca)

**DEC B001573509 $32.98**

*Ms. Fleming, looking radiant, brought verbal crispness and coy charm to the Countessa’s conversational singing but grabbed every chance to let her voice bloom in the fleeting melodic bits.* -The New York Times

**2DEC B001611109 $32.98**

*In continuing the great tradition of Decca’s magnificent Met Opera DVDs, Giordano’s Andrea Chenier is captured here in excellent quality, showcasing Luciano Pavarotti, the premiere opera star of his day in one his most memorable performances. Truly a legendary and unique performance from the great tenor.*

**2DEC B001611109 $32.98**

*Donizetti’s cabaletta, all fiery coloratura runs and vehement phrases, with a defiance that brought down the house.* -The New York Times

**2DEC B001611109 $32.98**

*“Kaufmann’s sense of Italianate style is unquestionable, and the intelligence with which he deploys his instrument unassailable.”* -San Francisco Classical Voice
Dudamel/LA Philharmonic, Florez / Celebración - Opening Night
Concert & Gala [DVD]

**Works:** José P. Moncayo García: Huapango; Chabuca Granda: Cinnamon Flower; María Grever: Jumama; Pedro E. Gutierrez: Alma Ilanera; Agustín Lara: Granada; Arturo Márquez: Danzón no 2; Rossini.

**Artists:** Gustavo Dudamel/Los Angeles PO. Juan Diego Floreño (Tnr). (1 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon)

**Price:** $26.23

**Description:** “Florez sang splendidly... his Rossini with Dudamel was all class... Dudamel brought out wonderful instrumental details. The orchestra sparkled.” -Los Angeles Times

---

Bartoli’s Zürich Clari won unanimous hosannas. One in a Million... his Rossini with Dudamel was all class... Dudamel brought out wonderful instrumental details. The orchestra sparkled.” -Los Angeles Times

---

Rufus Wainwright: Prima Donna, The Story of An

"One in a Million" mezzo (The Independent)

---

Danzón no 2; Rossini.

Ilanera; Agustín Lara: Granada; Arturo Márquez: Danzón no 2; Rossini. Artists: Gustavo Dudamel/Los Angeles PO. Juan Diego Floreño (Tnr). (1 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon)

**Price:** $32.98

**Description:** Bartoli’s Zürich Clari won unanimous hosannas. ‘We must bow down to la Ceci for locating this morsel . . . it requires a mezzo of superhuman abilities and three good octaves.’ (Intermezzo).

---

Massenet: Werther / Kaufmann, Koch, Plasson [2 DVD]

**Artists:** Michel Plasson/Paris National Opera Orch.; Paris Opera Children’s Chorus. Jonas Kaufmann (Tnr); Sophie Koch (Mzz Sop); Ludovic Tézier (Bar). (2 DVD-Video) (Decca)

**Price:** $32.98

**Description:** “Werther is portrayed by the tenor of the moment, the German Jonas Kaufmann. He brings to the part a sublime timbre (warm, at times ‘baritonal’) and musicality, a very wide palette of tonal shadings and immaculate diction. Add to that his histrionic gifts and matinee-idol appeal and you’ve got a cocktail of qualities that rarely all come together at the opera.” -La Monde

---

Rufus Wainwright: Prima Donna, The Story of An

Opera - Film by George Scott [DVD]

**Works:** Rufus Wainwright (1973 - ); Prima Donna. Opera. **Artists:** (1 DVD-Video) (Decca) (Pic Fmt: NTSC)

**Price:** $26.23

**Description:** All 22 Mozart operas were filmed live at the 2006 Salzburg Festival and are now released on 33 DVDs (51 hours of music!). Each Mozart 22 opera is released in High Definition and 5.1 Dolby Surround Sound and contains bonus material such as behind-the-scenes features, artist interviews and rehearsal excerpts. (33 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon) 33DGG B001470109 $199.98 $154.98 On Sale

---

Peter Pears performs in six works written by, conducted by, or accompanied by Benjamin Britten: Peter Grimes; Billy Budd, Owen Windgrave, The Beggars’ Opera; Idomeneo; Winterreise. (6 DVD-Video) (Decca) (545 min.) 6DEC B001445909 $64.48 $50.98 On Sale

---

Mozart: The Complete Operas Box [33 DVD]

All 22 Mozart operas were filmed live at the 2006 Salzburg Festival and are now released on 33 DVDs (51 hours of music!). Each Mozart 22 opera is released in High Definition and 5.1 Dolby Surround Sound and contains bonus material such as behind-the-scenes features, artist interviews and rehearsal excerpts. (33 DVD-Video) (Deutsche Grammophon) 33DGG B001470109 $199.98 $154.98 On Sale

---

**New Year’s Celebrations Join the Party!**

New Year’s Day Concert 2011 / Franz Welser-Möst/Vienna PO

**Works:** Hellmesberger: The Pearl ofiberia; Josef Lanner: Die Schönbrunner Walzer, Op. 200; Liszt: Mephisto Waltz no 1; Johann Strauss Sr.: Cachucha Galopp; Furioso-Galopp; Radetzky March; Johann Strauss II; Eduard Strauss; Josef Strauss. **Artists:** Franz Welser-Möst/Vienna PO. (1 DVD-Video) (Decca) (Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM 2.0, DTS 5.0 Surround)

**Price:** $26.23

**Description:** New Year’s Eve Concert 2010 / Thielemann, Fleming, Maltman [DVD]

**Works:** Bernstein: West Side Story; Franz Lehár: The Land of Smiles; The Merry Widow, Johann Strauss II: On the Elba. waltz, Op. 477. **Artists:** Christian Thielemann/Statatskapelle Dresden. Renée Fleming; Christopher Maltman. 1 (DVD-Video) (DG) (Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.0 Surround)

**Price:** $32.98

**Description:** This is the auspicious premiere of a series of New Year’s Eve concerts from the famous Semperoper in Dresden.
**New Releases**

**Solo Vocal & Recital Albums**

**Beauty of the Baroque / Danielle De Niese, Andreas Scholl**

*Songs, arias & duets by:* J.S. Bach; John Dowland; G.F. Handel; Claudio Monteverdi; Giovanni Pergolesi; Purcell.

*Artists:* Harry Bicket/English Concert. Andreas Scholl (CtTrnr);

DEC B001586902 $20.98 $17.98

"She keeps things light on this disc, and for the greater part only shows off her many splendid advantages. Indeed, her flirtatious performance of the famous lute-song Come again can rank as one of the most captivating on disc. The duets with Scholl are a delight too. De Niese's sheer joy in singing leaps off the CD and her emotional immediacy is hard to resist." - Classic FM

**Schubert: Winterreise / Florian Boesch, baritone**

*Works:* Songs by: Schubert: Winterreise / Florian Boesch (Bar). (1 CD) (Decca)

"...The hallucinatory quality of his interpretation is matched by a corresponding vividness in Martinu’s playing... unquestionably superb." - The Guardian

**Dvorak: Love Songs, Op. 83 / Cypresses / Kucerova**

*Works:* Dvorák: Cypriote (Cypriotes), B 152; Love Songs (8) for voice & piano, Op. 83; Quintet for Piano and Strings no., Op. 81.

*Artists:* Thymos Quartet. Christoph Eschenbach (Pno); Adriana Kucerova (Sop). (1 CD) (Toccata)

TOC 121 $18.99 $16.99

**Treasured Memories / Lloyd Linney, soprano**

*Works:* Adolphe Adam: Le Toreador; Harold Arlen: Treasured Memories / Lloyd Linney, soprano

Dvorak: Songs (5), and Strings no., Op. 81. Artists: Lloyd Linney (Sop); Michael Rickman (Pno). (1 CD) (Avie)

AIE 2234 $17.99 $15.99

**The Unforgotten Voice / Hermann Prey, baritone**

*Works by:* Brahms; Edmund Eysler; Gounod; Grieg; Hoffmann; Victor Hollaender; Fritz Jode; Korngold; Conradin Kreutzer; Leo Fall; Leoncavallo; Carl Loewe; Albert Lortzing; Mendelssohn; Mozart; Rossini; Schubert; Schumann; Rudolf Sieczynski; Robert Stolz; Johann Strauss II; Hugo Wolf and many others!

*Artists:* Hermann Prey (Bar), Members of the Munich PO

4RED 233334 $37.49 $33.49

**Pasión (Passion) / Roberto Alagna, tenor**

*Songs by:* Carlos Eleta Almárán; Ramón Cabrera Argote; Quirino Mendoza y Cortez (1865 - 1957); Osvaldo Farrés (1902 - 1985); Carlos Gardel (1890 - 1935); José Alfredo Jimmy; Agustín Lara (1957 - 1970); Carmelo Larrea; Ernesto Lecuona; Tomás Méndez; Gerardo Hernán Matos Rodríguez, and more.

*Artists:* Roberto Alagna (Trn) (1 CD) (Deutsche Grammophon)

DGG B001620702 $20.98 $17.98

"It’s an atmospheric album, with flamenco guitars, bandoneon, piano and strings. It’s fun to hear Alagna’s expression, emotion and articulation. His voice is so flexible and natural."

-Buffalo News

**Christoph Pregardien sings Mahler, Schumann**

*Works:* Wilhelm Killmayer (1927 -?): Hölderlin-Lieder 2, song cycle; Mahler: Two songs from Songs of a Wayfarer; Schumann: Es leuchtet meine Liebe; Frühlingsfahrt, Op. 45/2.

*Artists:* Christoph Pregardien/Ensemble Kontraste.

(1 SA Hybrid CD) (Challenge Classics) CHL 72518 $20.99 $18.99

**Fervor & Ecstasy / Stephanie d’Oustrac, soprano**

*Songs to Mistress Anne Greene / Evelyn Tubb* 

*Works:* John Danyel (1654 - circa 1626): Can Doleful Songs to Mistress Anne Greene / Evelyn Tubb


**Lamentarium / Baroque Duets with Continuo**

*Works:* Marco Marazzoli (1605 - 1662): Lament of the Blessed Pasqualini (1614 - 1691): On the birth of Our Lord; weep for the passion of Our Lord; Marc’Antonio Caria; Domenico Mazzocchi (1592 - 1665): Let us aged Helen of Troy; Già celebrato havea la Regina di

*Artists:* Nadine Balbeisi (Sop); Theodora Baka (Mzz Sop). (1 CD) (Nimbus Records) NIM 6152 $17.99 $15.99

**Favourite Melodies / René Kollo, tenor [4 CDs]**

*Works by:* Paul Abraham; Bernstein; Karl Blume; Brahms; Herbert Brust; Carl Ciewig; Nico Dostal; Edmund Eisler; Fred Raymond; Glück, and many more!

*Artists:* René Kollo (Trn); Heinz Geese/Berlin SO members

4RED 233333 $37.49 $33.49
“The basic sound - a mix of grit and velvet - is immensely appealing...” - The Guardian

Lisa Della Casa sings Mozart and Strauss [4 CDs]

Arias from: Mozart: Cosi fan tutte; The Magic Flute; Don Giovanni; The Marriage of Figaro; Richard Strauss: Arabella; Ariadne Auf Naxos.

Artists: Szell; Solti; Mitropoulos; E. Kleiber; Karajan; Böhm, Christa Ludwig (Mzz Sop); Walter Berry (Bss Bar); Cesare Siepi (Bass); Sena Jurinac (Sop); F. Corena (Bass). (rec. 1947-60) (4 CD) 4RED 233332 $99.99 $27.99

+Mozart: Don Giovanni / Solti - Fleming, von Otter
Artists: Georg Solti/CO of Europe. Renee Fleming, Ann Sofie von Otter, Olaf Bar, Adelina Scarabelli (3 CD) (Decca) 3DEC B001616102 $27.98 $23.48

“The performance is a public one, and some may feel the dramatic flow impeded by the intervening applause, but all in all, this must be one of the finest recordings of Mozart’s miraculous score available.” -BBC

Bellini: Norma / Sutherland, Pavarotti, Ramey
Artists: Richard Bonynge/Welsh National Opera. Sutherland, Pavarotti, Caballé, Ramey (3 CD) (Decca) 3DEC B001615902 $27.98 $23.48

“Sutherland’s ‘Casta Diva’ is a very fine piece of singing and especially when played at quite high levels one can begin to imagine the impact that such singing must have had in the opera house... Richard Bonynge conducts with a good deal of brio and drive.” -MusicWeb-International

+Debussy: Pelléas et Mélisande / Dutoit
Artists: Charles Dutoit/Montreal SO. Henry Alliot-Lugaz, Cachemaille, Thau, Carlson, Golfer (2 CD) (Decca) 2DEC B001615402 $26.98 $17.98

“This Pelléas of Dutoit is certainly the best modern recorded performance of this elusive masterpiece – a work worlds away from the conventional operatic repertoire...I will go further and say that it is the best of all CD recordings of it... its tonal colour is ravishing...” -Gramophone

Complete Operas in Brief

Puccini: Manon Lescaut / Levine, MET - Freni, Pavarotti, Vargas
Works: Puccini: Manon Lescaut.
Artists: James Levine/Metropolitan Opera. Freni, Pavarotti, Croft, Vargas, Bartoli. (2 CD) (Decca) 2DEC B001616502 $27.99 $23.48

Verdi: Aida / Lorin Maazel - Pavarotti, Nucci

Rossini: Il Turco in Italia / Vargas, Bartoli

Richard Strauss: Salome / Malfitano, Terfel
Works: R. Strauss: Final Scene. Artists: Christoph von Dohnányi/Vienna PO. Catherine Malfitano, Bryn Terfel, Riegel, Schwarz, Begley. (2 CD) (Decca) 2DEC B001615702 $20.98 $17.98

Georges Bizet: Carmen / Freni, Corelli, Price
Works: Bizet: Carmen, opera. Artists: Herbert von Karajan. Mirella Freni (Sop); Franco Corelli (Ten); Leontyne Price (Sop); Robert Merrill (Bar). (3 CD) (RCA Import) 3PID 863705 $23.49 $21.49

Scott J oplin: Treemonishia

Gilbert & Sullivan: The Pirates of Penzance

Verdi: Falstaff / Karajan, Gobbi, Schwarzkopf, Alva

Ferenc Erkel (1810 - 1893): Bánk Bán / Tamás Pal
Artists: Tamás Pal/Hungarian. Kiss B., Marton, Rost, Gulyas, Kovats, Miller (2 CD) (Teldec) 2TLD 2564674364 $20.99 $18.99
New DVD Videos for
Stunning Releases from the Vienna State Opera & The MET

Verdi: La Forza del Destino / Zubin Mehta

Artists: Zubin Mehta/Vienna State Opera Orch. & Chorus.
Alastair Miles (Bass); Salvaro
Licitra (Tnr); Nina Stemme (Sop);
Carlos Alvarez (Bass); Nadika
Krasteva (Sopr). (2 DVD-Video) (C
Major Video) (161 min.; Pic Fmt:
NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound
Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.1)

2CM 708108 $42.99 $39.99

Stunning on Blu-ray Disc and
DVD, this all-star cast and the Vienna State
Opera create a La Forza for the ages. The
Financial Times wrote: “Zubin Mehta conducts
with easy-going mastery, letting the score
breathe and live... The cast is a dream team,
headed by Nina Stemme as Leonora.”

Richard Strauss; Salome / Renee Fleming, MET

Artists: Andrew Davis/Metropolitan
Opera Orch. Renée Fleming (Sop);
Sarah Connolly (Mzz Sop); Russell
Braun (Bar); Joseph Kaiser (Tnr);
Peter Rose (Bass). (2 DVD-Video)

2DEC B001619609 $42.99 $33.98 On Sale

“Ms. Fleming, looking radiant,
brought verbal crispness and coy
charm to the Countess’s
conversational singing but grabbed every chance to
let her voice bloom in the fleeting melodic bits... Yet
it was no surprise that Ms. Fleming’s Countess
melted when the youthful tenor Joseph Kaiser, as
Flamand, sang Strauss’s lyrically rapturous setting
of that text with such tender sound and directness.”
- The New York Times

Antonin Dvorak: Masterworks / Maksy, Zenaty,
Ardasev [3 DVD]

Works: Dvorak: Concerto for Cello;
Dvorak: Concerto for Piano in G
minor; Romance for Violin and
Orchestra, Op. 11; Slavonic Dances
Op. 72; Symphonies nos 7&8.
Artists: Libor Pesek/Prague SO; Jiri
Belohlavel. Mischa Maisky (Cio); Igor
Ardasev (Pno). (3 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 27 min.;
Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s):
LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1) (Arthaus
DVD)

3AHM 107513 $64.49 $58.49

This specially-priced collection includes more
than 4 hours of complete performances of the
most popular works by Antonin Dvorak.

Antonio Gades: Fuenteovejuna, ballet [DVD]

Artists: Madrid Teatro Real Orch. Angel Gil; Joaquin
Mulerio; Cristina Camero; Alberto Ferrero (Dancers).
(1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 106 min.; Region: All;
Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s):
LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.1) (Teatro Real)

TERL 47007 $32.99 $29.99

First performed in 1994 in Genoa, Fuenteovejuna is
considered as the ultimate work of Spanish
dance, a piece of purity and precision. Performed by
the Compañia Antonio Gades at the Teatro
Real, Madrid, on the 75th anniversary of his birth.

Armonie dello Spirito: Mozart & Boccherini / 
Bertagnoli, Ensemble Aurora [DVD]

Works: Luigi Boccherini (1743 - 1805): Stabat mater,
Op. 61; W.A. Mozart: Adagio and Fugue for Strings, K
546. Artists: Ensemble Aurora. Gemma Bertagnoli
(Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (49 min.; Region: All;
Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s):
LPCM 2.0, Dolby Digital 5.1) (EuroArts)

EUA 2072558 $40.99 $39.99

The moving text of the “Stabat Mater” has been
inspired an inspiration to many composers from the
Renaissance to present day. This DVD is the first
part of a series of sacred music from Italian
Basilicas.

Ashton: Les Patineurs; Divertissements; Scenes of Ballet / Acosta, McRae [DVD]

Works: Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791 - 1864): Les
Patineurs, ballet (arr. Constant Lambert);
Divertissements. Artists: Barry Wordsworth/ROH
Covent Garden Orch.; Paul Murphy. Steven McRae;
Mara Galeazzi; Darcey Bussell; Edward Watson;
Thiago Soares (Dancers). (1 DVD-Video) (BBC Opus Arte)
(96 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color;
Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.0 Surround)

BOA 1064D $33.99 $29.99

Founder choreographer of The Royal Ballet,
Frederick Ashton created more than 100 ballets
ever a 60 year career. Showing three of his
shorter works, this disc reflects the breadth of his
sophisticated, elegant and widely popular style.

Morton Subotnick - Electronic Works 3 [DVD]

Works: Morton Subotnick (1933 - ); Four Butterflies;
Until Spring Revisited. Artists: (1 DVD-Video) (Mode
Records) (Run Time: 110 min.; Region: All;
Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s):
Dolby 5.1, DTS Stereo)

MDE D237 $27.99 $24.99
February

Verdi: Simon Boccanegra / Barenboim, Domingo [DVD]
Artists: Daniel Barenboim/Teatro alla Scala Orch. & Chorus. Placido Domingo (Tnr); Anja Harteros (Sop); Fabio Sartori (Tnr); Ferrucio Furlanetto (Bass). (1 DVD-Video) (Arthaus DVD) (Run Time: 149 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1)

AHM 101595 $32.99 $29.99

Placido Domingo, Daniel Barenboim and Federico Tiezzi joined forces at La Scala in 2010 for this stunning production of Verdi’s Simon Boccanegra. La Scala’s critical audience rapturously praised Placido Domingo’s return to the stage with a 15 minute ovation!

Carlo Colombara: The Art of The Bass [DVD]
Artists: Orch. della Svizzera Italiana; Prague Tchaikovsky Orch.; Bulgarian SO. Carlo Colombara (Bass). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 68 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Naxos (USA)

NXS 2110612 $32.99 $29.99

Described as “the great Verdian bass” (Le Figaro) and a “Mefistofele who stood out over all the others” (Der Neue Merker), Carlo Colombara brings some of the most famous bass roles to life in this wide-ranging program. His tone is powerful, wide, dark, agile. He has a sensitive power to communicate and this, coupled with his convincing acting skills, has brought him to a leading position in the contemporary operatic scene.

Chopin: The Works For Piano and Orchestra / Goerner, Kenner, Olejniczak [2 DVD]
Artists: Frans Bruggen/Orch. of the 18th Century. Janusz Olejniczak (Pno); Kevin Kenner (Pno); Nelson Goerner (Pno). (2 DVD-Video) (168 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Glossa Reprise)

2GLS 921114 $41.49 $37.49

Elisabeth Naske: Zora The Red [DVD]
Artists: Catherine Larsen-Maguire/Komische Opera Orch. & Chorus. David Williams (Bar); Olivia Vermeulen (Mzz Sop); Christoph Schröter (Voice); Adrian Strooper (Tnr). (1 DVD-Video) (114 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DD 5.1) (Arthaus)

AHM 101588 $24.99 $19.99

Elisabeth Naske’s family opera is based on Kurt Heid’s classic book, following the adventures of a gang of orphans in Croatia in the 1930s. The children work together to elude the law and escape the angry merchants from whom they steal their daily food.

Naxos Musical Journey DVDs
A Musical Journey: Czech Republic, Bohemia and Moravia / Mozart [DVD]
Works: Mozart: The Four Horn Concertos. (1 DVD-Video) (Naxos (USA) (Run Time: 53 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1)

NXS 2110542 $40.99 $9.99

The visit to the Czech Republic starts with Hluboká Castle, a massive building that for over three hundred years belonged to the Schwarzenberg family. The present building is modelled in part on England’s Windsor Castle. Other sites visited include Konopiste Castle, the picturesque town of Telck, and Vranov Castle. Music for the visit is by Mozart and consists of his four Horn Concertos, written during the last decade of his life, when he was in Vienna.

A Musical Journey: Night Music, Vol. 1 / Italy, Switzerland, German, France [DVD]
Works: Beethoven; Chopin; W.A. Mozart. (1 DVD-Video) (Naxos (USA) (Run Time: 56 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1)

NXS 2110549 $40.99 $9.99

Most of the places visited reflect a spirit of calm and tranquility, although the glimpse of Venice dwells briefly on carnival revelers. Other scenes range from the Bavarian Chiemsee and the Swiss Engadin to the marshy tracts of the Camargue in the South of France, with its wild horses. The music matches the reflective mood of the scenes shown. Included are movements from Mozart’s Eine kleine Nachtmusik and Symphony No. 40, and from Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata. Music of Pachelbell, Debussy, Ravel & Fauré round out the aural treats in this virtual European tour.

A Musical Journey: The South of France / Debussy, Satie, Ravel [DVD]
Works: Debussy; Ravel; Erik Satie. (1 DVD-Video) (Naxos (USA) (Run Time: 57 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1)

NXS 2110545 $40.99 $9.99

The tour opens with views of the Camargue, the marshy region near Arles with its wild life. Views of the Côte d’Azur are intercut with glimpses of the Munich Glyptothek with its collections of Roman and Greek statuary. Near Arles is the ancient Abbey of Montmajour and the fortified monastery and Abbey on Saint-Honorat, one of the Iles de Lérins. Music for the tour includes Debussy’s evocative Prélude à l’après midi d’un faune, two Gymnopédies by Erik Satie and Ravel’s two suites from his ballet Daphnis et Chloé, followed by his Introduction and Allegro for Harp, Flute, Clarinet and String Quartet.
More New DVD Videos for
Not to be overlooked: New Concert Programs

Schumann & Tchaikovsky: Piano Concertos / Barenboim, Celibidache [DVD]


Artists: Sergiu Celibidache/Munich PO. Daniel Barenboim (Pno). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 81 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (EuroArts)

EUA 2066588 $27.99 $24.99

Partnering with Daniel Barenboim on this program is the remarkable conductor Sergiu Celibidache, of whom Barenboim says: “he was one of the greatest musicians I ever encountered”. Tchaikovsky: Recorded at the Gasteig (Philharmonie, München), 1991. Schumann: Recorded at Stadthalle Erlangen, 1991. Directed by János Darvas.

The 5 Beethoven Piano Concertos / Buchbinder

Artists: Rudolf Buchbinder (Pno)/ Vienna PO. (2 DVD-Video) (C Major Video) (215 min.; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.0 Surround)

2CME 708808 $22.99 $29.99

“A great moment. Such musicianship, such depth of emotion and such radiant clarity are almost never heard in Beethoven. An event of the first order. - “Kurier”

Beethoven: Missa Solemnis / J ohn Nelson [DVD]

Artists: John Nelson/CO of Europe; Gulbenkian Chorus, Lisbon. Brindley Sherratt (Bass); Elizabeth DeShong (Alto); Nikolai Schukoff (Tnr); Tamara Wilson (Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (145 min.; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): DTS 5.1 Surround, LPCM Stereo)

JXTP 3079358 $29.99 $24.99

Juxtapositions’ DVD of Missa Solemnis shines a supreme light on this rarely performed choral masterpiece.

Gades and Saura: Carmen / Vento, Gil, Mulero, Rodriguez [DVD]

 Works: Bizet: Carmen, choreographed by Antonio Gades & Carlos Saura. Artists: Madrid Teatro Real Orch. Angel Gil; Joaquin Mulero; Jairo Rodriguez; Vanessa Vento (Dancers). (112 min.; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9; Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.1) (Teatro Real)

TERL 97005 $29.99 $22.99

Created by Antonio Gades in collaboration with Carlos Saura, this matchless production shows how the explosive power and intensity of feeling in traditional Spanish flamenco can bring vividly to life the sultry passion, earthy emotion, love and rivalry that is Carmen. Filmed in High Definition at the Teatro Real, Madrid for the 75th anniversary celebration of Gades’ birth.

Call toll free...

1/800/222-6872

New Year’s Concert 2006 From Teatro La Fanice / Masur, Cedolins, Calleja [DVD]

Artists: Kurt Masur/Venice Teatro la Fenice Orch. & Chorus. Joseph Calleja (Tnr); Roberto Scandiuzzi (Bass); Fiorenza Cedolins (Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 55 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1) (Arthaus DVD)

AHM 107283 $24.99 $19.99

Kurt Masur’s inspired 2006 New Year’s Concert is available again in this ArtHaus re-issue.Soloists Fiorenza Cedolins, Joseph Calleja and Roberto Scandiuzzi are featured in highlights from Verdi’s La Traviata, Mozart’s Don Giovanni, Puccini’s Tosca and many more favorite operas.

Making of the Peasant Girl / Viktoria Mullova [DVD]


NYX 4087 $22.49 $20.49

Brahms: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 2 / Barenboim, Celibidache [DVD]

Artists: Sergiu Celibidache/Munich PO. Daniel Barenboim (Pno). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 111 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (EuroArts)

EUA 2066688 $27.99 $24.99

Brahms’ 2 piano concertos are from opposite ends of his creative years. On this album, Daniel Barenboim partners with the remarkable conductor Celibidache. “He was one of the greatest musicians I ever encountered”, says Barenboim.

Claudio Arrau: The 80th Birthday Recital [DVD]


Artists: Claudio Arrau (Pno). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 111 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (EuroArts)

EUA 2058678 $27.99 $24.99

Euroarts presents the fourth release of the 4-part Signature Performance series featuring Claudio Arrau performing from New York City’s Avery Fisher Hall in 1983 to celebrate his 80th birthday.

Haydn: The Creation / Nelson, Milne, Gura [DVD]

Works: F.J. Haydn: Die Schöpfung (The Creation), oratorio, H. 21/2. Artists: John Nelson/Netherlands Radio Chamber Orch. & Choir. Lisa Milne (Sop); Matthew Rose (Bar); Lucy Crowe (Sop); Werner Gura (Tnr); Jonathan Beyer (Bass). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 182 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Juxtapositions)

JXTP 3079378 $27.99 $24.99

This concert provides unique opportunity to experience the beauty first hand of the church Grote Kerk, where the acoustics are said to make music sound magical.

www.hbdirect.com

1/800/222-6872
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Galuppi: L'Inimico Delle Donne / Adami, Panzarella, Rinaldi [DVD]

**Works:** Baldassare Galuppi (1706 - 1785): L'Inimico Delle Donne.

**Artists:** Rinaldo Alessandrini/Stefano Mazzonis di Prafaiera. Alberto Rinaldi (Bar); Filippo Adami (Tnr); Anna Maria Panzarella (Sop). (1 DVD-Video) (Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color) (Dynamic)

**DYN 35677 $29.99 $26.99 On Sale**

"L’Inimico delle Donne" which means someone who doesn’t like women, is an opera written by Galuppi in 1771. It tells the story of a prince who doesn’t like women and of an Italian woman who on the other hand doesn’t like men. She is introduced to the court of the fabulous Chinese Empire in front of this prince and something is going to happen between them.

Ernesto Cordero: Insula; Concertino Tropical / Figueroa; I Solisti di Zagreb [DVD]

**Works:** Ernesto Cordero (1946 - ): Concertino for Violin and String Orchestra; Insula, for violin and string orchestra.

**Artists:** Guillermo Figueroa/I Solisti di Zagreb. Guillermo Figueroa (Vln). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 30 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Fleur De Son)

**FDS 58015 $24.99 $19.99**

The driving forces forming these two works are found in landscapes, trees, birds and the vast cultural synergy existing among Hispanic, African and Native influences within the island of Puerto Rico.

Franz Lehár: Paganini / Theba, Stratas, Heesters, Koller [DVD]

**Works:** Franz Lehár (1870 - 1948): Paganini. 

**Artists:** Wolfgang Ebert/Graunke SO. Teresa Stratas; Dagmar Koller; Johannes Heesters; Peter Kraus; Antonio Theba. (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 107 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Arthaus DVD)

**AHM 101592 $32.99 $29.99**

For the first time on DVD, ArtHaus Musik presents the legendary 1973 film version of Franz Lehár’s enormously successful 1925 operetta “Paganini,” starring Teresa Stratas, Peter Kraus, Dagmar Koller and Johannes Heesters.

Gades: Bodas de Sangre; Suite Flamenca [DVD]

**Works:** Antonio Gades (1936 - 2004): Bodas de Sangre; Suite Flamenca.

**Artists:** Madrid Teatro Real Orch. Angel Gil; Joaquin Mulero; Cristina Carnero; Miguel Lara (Dancers). (1 DVD-Video) (Teatro Real) (Run Time: 134 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.1) (Teatro Real)

**TERL 97009 $29.99**

Bodas de sangre (Blood Wedding) depicts the story of a bride who, on her wedding night, runs away with her former lover, now a married man with a child of his own. The furious groom follows them, and a fight to the death ensues between the two men.

Stravinsky: The Rake’s Progress / J urowski [DVD]

**Artists:** Vladimir Jurowski/ Glyndebourne Chorus; London PO. Miah Persson (Sop); Topi Lehtipuu (Tnr); Matthew Rose (Bass); Clive Bayley (Bass); Elena Manistina (Contralto). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 150 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.0 Surround)

**BOA 1062D $32.99 $29.99**

In 2010, this revival under Glyndebourne’s Music Director, Vladimir Jurowski, captured the opera’s neo-classical spirit and its juxtaposition of whimsy, cynicism and compassion, prompting the Financial Times to call it, “as enjoyable a performance of Stravinsky’s opera as any that has come along”.

Verdi: La Forza del Destino / Caballe, Carreras, La Scala Live 1978 [DVD]

**Artists:** Giuseppe Patané/La Scala Orch. & Chorus. Montserrat Caballé (Sop); Nicolai Ghiaurov (Bass); Piero Cappuccilli (Bar); Sesto Bruscantini (Bar); José Carreras (Tnr). (2 DVD-Video) (192 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, Color; Sound Fmt(s): PCD Mono, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS Mono) (Hardy Classic)

**2HCV 4046 $49.99 $44.99**

Gilbert And Sullivan: The Mikado [DVD]

**Artists:** Brian Castles-Onion/Australian Opera Chorus; Victoria Orch. Taryn Fiebig; Warwick Fyfe; Kanen Breen; Mitchell Butel; Jacqueline Dark (Singers). (1 DVD-Video) (Opera Australia) (Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM 2.0, DTS 2.0)

**OPAU 56014 $32.99 $29.99**

The Mikado is perhaps the most widely-loved and hilarious of Gilbert and Sullivan’s Savoy Operas. With a fabulous cast astutely directed by Stuart Maunder, this comic operetta sparkles from beginning to end.

Handel: La Resurrezione / Gasdia, Biavati [DVD]

**Works:** George Frederick Handel (1685 - 1759): La Resurrezione di Nostro Signor Gesù Cristo, HWV 47.

**Artists:** Walter Attanasio/Coro Aramus Orch. di Roma e dal Lazio. Cecilia Gasdia (Sop); Marcello Nardis (Tnr); Elena Biavati (Sop); Stefano Koroneos (Bass); Carla Lana (Alto). (1 DVD-Video) (118 min.; Region: 1; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): Dolby 2.0) (Kultur)

**KUL D4367 $92.99 $29.99**

Magifique: Tchaikovsky Suites / A Film by Sonia Paramo [DVD]

**Works:** Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite; Sleeping Beauty Suite; Swan Lake Suite. (1 DVD-Video) (105 min.; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Arthaus)

**AHM 101585 $32.99 $29.99**

Choreographer Thierry Maldalain conceived his Magifique from Tchaikovsky’s orchestral suites from The Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake, which together comprise a best-of offering from the three iconic ballets.
The Famous Composer Series

These programs from Kultur trace the lives of three great composers, and provide an overview of their most important works.

Jean Sibelius [DVD]


Frédéric Chopin [DVD]


Gustav Mahler [DVD]


Yusupov: Viola Tango Rock Concerto / Anibal Dos Santos


This historic DVD is a document of the Orquesta Filarmónica de Bogotá’s 2009 performance of Benjamin Yusupov’s Viola Tango Rock Concerto, hailed as “the greatest concerto ever written for the viola” by Maxim Vengerov. Dos Santos, the OFB viola group leader since 1998, plays the classic and electric viola. He also dances the tango during the concert alongside award-winning Colombian dancer Gina Medina.

Aaron Copland: Music in the 20’s [3 DVD]

Works: Aaron Copland (1900 - 1990): Work(s). Artists: (3 DVD-Video) (Kultur International Films) (348 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 4:3, B&W; Sound Fmt(s): Dolby 2.0) 3KUL D4760 $69.99 $62.99

In 1965, National Education Television (NET), the predecessor to PBS, commissioned WGBH, Boston to produce a series of educational television programs based on interviews with composer Aaron Copland. The result was the lectures contained here in MUSIC IN THE 20’s.

For the festivities marking the Pergolesi’s tercentenary, Ignacio Garcia created a new staging of the imperial drama Adriano in Siria.

TANCREDI

Rossini: Tancredi / Frizza, Barcellona, Takova, Giménez [DVD] Artists: Riccardo Frizza/Florence Maggio Musicale Orch. & Chorus. Daniela Barcellona (Mzz Sop); Raul Giménez (Tnr); Darina Takova (Sop); Marco Spotti (Bass); Barbara Di Castri (Contralto). (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 155 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1) (Arthaus) AHM 107299 $32.99 $29.99

This DVD features a classic production of Tancredi, the first serious and full-length and, for many, Rossini’s most important opera.

Takemitsu & Shostakovich / Yutaka Sado, Berlin PO

Works: Shostakovich: Symphony no 5; Toru Takemitsu: From me flows what you call time, for 5 percussionists & orchestra. Artists: Yutaka Sado/Berlin PO. (1 DVD-Video) (Run Time: 107 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1) (EuroArts) EUA 2058748 $27.99 $24.99

This recording is from a charity concert dedicated to the victims of the Earthquake and Tsunami Disaster in Japan on March 11, 2011. The profit generated from sales of this album will be donated to a special section of the Japanese Red Cross Society (JRCS), which was especially founded for these victims and will therefore be distributed directly among the population affected.

Pergolesi: Adriano in Siria / Dantone [2 DVD] Works: Giovanni Pergolesi (1710 - 1736): Adriano in Siria. Artists: Ottavio Dantone/Accademia Bizantina. Marina Comparato (Mzz Sop); Stefano Ferrari (Tnr); Lucia Cirillo (Sop); Nicole Heaston (Sop); Annamaria Dell’Oste (Mzz Sop). (2 DVD-Video) (188 min.; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS 5.0 Surround) (BBC Opus Arte) 2BOA 1065D $42.99 $38.99

For the festivities marking the Pergolesi’s tercentenary, Ignacio Garcia created a new staging of the imperial drama Adriano in Siria.

James Levine’s 1971 company debut...In celebration of Levine’s forty-year Met career, the Met has issued two boxed sets of Levine performances, all captured live, and most of which have never been previously available in any format...the sets stand as a fitting testament to an era and a career that will never be equaled - and deliver the goods at a very fair price." -Opera News
New Blu-Ray Videos

Chopin: Piano Concertos 1 & 2 / Garrick Ohlsson [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Bertrand De Billy/Bavarian State Opera Orch. & Chorus. Edita Gruberova (Sop); Alice Coote (Mzz Sop). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Run Time: 151 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1) (Juxtapositions)

Donizetti: Lucrezia Borgia / de Billy [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Bertrand De Billy/Bavarian State Opera Orch. & Chorus. Edita Gruberova (Sop); Alice Coote (Mzz Sop). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Run Time: 151 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1) (Juxtapositions)

Verdi: Simon Boccanegra / Barenboim, Domingo [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Daniel Barenboim/Teatro alla Scala Orch. & Chorus. Placido Domingo (Tnr); Anja Harteros (Sop); Ferrucio Furlanetto (Bass). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (149 min.; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1) (Arthaus)

Janacek: Glagolitic Mass; Sinfonietta / Libor, Marcincie, Bentch, Gierlah [Blu-Ray Audio]

Pergolesi: Adriano in Siria / [Blu-Ray]
Works: Giovanni Pergolesi (1710 - 1736): Adriano in Siria. Artists: Ottavio Dantone/Accademia Bizantina. Marina Comparato (Mzz Sop); Stefano Ferrari (Tnr); Lucia Cirillo (Sop); Nicole Heaston (Sop). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (188 min.; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM 2.0, DTS 5.0 Surround) (Opus Arte)

Verdi: Salome / Soltesz, Denoke [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Stefano Soltesz/Deutsche SO Berlin. Marcel Reijans (Tnr); Doris Soffel (Alto); Angela Denoke (Sop). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Run Time: 112 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.0) (Arthaus)

For the festivities marking the Pergolesi's tercentenary, Ignacio Garcia created a new staging of the imperial drama Adriano in Siria.

For a scandalous tale of murder, torture, incest, homosexuality, drunkenness and orgies, Donizetti's opera is one of the great masterpieces of Italian bel canto repertoire. Bonus material includes 54 minute documentary: The art of bel canto - Edita Gruberova – an empathic portrait of the Queen of coloratura.

As with his Elektra at last summer's Salzburg Festival, Lehnhoff's strength in this Salome is the psychological accuracy and musicality of his direction... a superb ensemble led by Angela Denoke, with her stunning singing and acting... An enthralling premiere that thoroughly deserved its rapturous reception.” —FAZ

A great moment. Such musicianship, such depth of emotion and such radiant clarity are almost never heard in Beethoven. An event of the first order.” —Kurier

Verdi: Simon Boccanegra / Barenboim, Domingo [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Daniel Barenboim/Teatro alla Scala Orch. & Chorus. Placido Domingo (Tnr); Anja Harteros (Sop); Ferrucio Furlanetto (Bass). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (149 min.; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1) (Arthaus)

With its highly individual synthesis of thunderous brass outbursts, rhythmic energy, radiant melodies and interludes of rapt contemplation, Janáček’s Glagolitic Mass has established itself as a unique contribution to the choral repertoire. Sinfonietta’ also uses spectacular large-scale orchestral forces, and both of these works belong to the composer’s last and most inspired decade.

The 5 Beethoven Piano Concertos / Buchbinder [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Rudolf Buchbinder (Pno)/Vienna PO. (1 Blu-Ray Video) (215 min.; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.0) (C Major Video)

“Great moment. Such musicianship, such depth of emotion and such radiant clarity are almost never heard in Beethoven. An event of the first order.” —Kurier

Garrick Ohlsson, the winner of the 1970 Chopin International Competition, joins Antoni Wit and the Warsaw Philharmonic to play both of Chopin’s piano concertos. Also included is ‘The Art of Chopin’, a documentary which brings together some of the world’s greatest Chopin pianists, including Bella Davidovich, Evgeny Kissin, Piotr Anderszewski and Yuja Wang.

A scandalous tale of murder, torture, incest, homosexuality, drunkenness and orgies, Donizetti’s opera is one of the great masterpieces of Italian bel canto repertoire. Bonus material includes 54 minute documentary: The art of bel canto - Edita Gruberova – an empathic portrait of the Queen of coloratura.

For the festivities marking the Pergolesi’s tercentenary, Ignacio Garcia created a new staging of the imperial drama Adriano in Siria.

"Zubin Mehta conducts with easy-going mastery, letting the score breathe and live... The cast is a dream team, headed by Nina Stemme as Leonora." —FinancialTimes.com

Verdi: Simon Boccanegra / Barenboim, Domingo [Blu-Ray]
Artists: Daniel Barenboim/Teatro alla Scala Orch. & Chorus. Placido Domingo (Tnr); Anja Harteros (Sop); Ferrucio Furlanetto (Bass). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (149 min.; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1) (Arthaus)
Stravinsky: The Rake's Progress / Jurowski [Blu-Ray]

**Artists:** Vladimir Jurowski/Glyndebourne Chorus; London PO. Miah Persson (Sop); Top Johannes Fuchs (Soprano); Leontyne Price (Soprano); Misha cellphone (Sop); Heinz Lanz (Bass); Adele ex; Anthony Valentine (Bar); John Brunt (Bar); Jennifer Johnson (Bar); Martin Walek (Bar); Anthony Valentine (Bass); John Brunt (Bass); Jennifer Johnson (Soprano); Martin Walek (Soprano); Anthony Valentine (Tenor); Martin Walek (Tenor); Anthony Valentine (Baritone); Martin Walek (Baritone); Anthony Valentine (Alto); Martin Walek (Alto); Anthony Valentine (Cello); Martin Walek (Cello); Anthony Valentine (Violin); Martin Walek (Violin); Anthony Valentine (Viola); Martin Walek (Viola); Anthony Valentine (Double Bass); Martin Walek (Double Bass). **Works:** Shostakovich: Symphony no 10; Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet - Suite no 1 & 2; Ravel: Piano Concerto in G major; Shostakovich: Festive Overture. **Artists:** Yuri Temirkhanov/Royal Stockholm PO.

EUA 2057894 $42.99 $38.99

Each year Nobel Media organizes a classical concert as tribute to the Nobel Laureates. This 09 concert features the charismatic virtuoso Martha Argerich playing Ravel’s mercurial Piano Concerto in G major.

**Gilbert & Sullivan:** The Mikado / Australian Opera

**Artists:** Brian Castles-Onion/Australian Opera Chorus; Victoria Orch. Taryn Fiebig; Warwick Fyfe; Kanen Breen; Mitchell Butel; Jacqueline Dark (Singers). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Run Time: 105 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1) (Teatro Real)

OPAU 56015 $42.99 $38.99

The Mikado is perhaps the most widely-loved and hilarious of Gilbert and Sullivan’s Savoy Operas. With a fabulous cast astutely directed by Stuart Maunder, this comic operetta sparkles from beginning to end.

**Mahler: Symphony No. 2 / Abbado, Lucerne Festival [Blu-Ray]**

**Artists:** Claudio Abbado/Lucerne Festival Orch. Anna Larsson (Contralto); Eleri Gvazava (Sop). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (86 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): DTS HD Master Audio 5.1, LPCM 2.0) (EuroArts)

**EUA 2053264 $42.99 $38.99**

Led by Claudio Abbado, the Lucerne Festival Orchestra includes principal players from the Berlin Philharmonic, internationally famous soloists, and includes such ensembles as the Sagin Meyer Ensemble, the Hagen Quartet and the Mahler Chamber Orchestra.

**Stravinsky’s opera as any that has come along**:}

Shostakovich & Takhtirovskiy / Yutaka Sado, Berlin PO [Blu-Ray]

**Works:** Shostakovich: Symphony no 5; Toru Takhtirovskiy (1930 - 1996); From me flows what you call time, for 5 percussionists & orchestra. **Artists:** Yutaka Sado/Berlin PO. (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Run Time: 107 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS 5.1) (EuroArts)

EUA 2058744 $42.99 $38.99

This recording is from a charity concert dedicated to the victims of the Earthquake and Tsunami Disaster in Japan on March 11, 2011. The profit generated from sales of this album will be donated to a special section of the Japanese Red Cross Society (JRCS), and will be distributed directly among the population affected.

**Magifique: Tchaikovsky Suites [Blu-Ray]**

**Works:** Tchaikovsky: Suites from The Nutcracker; Sleeping Beauty & Swan Lake. (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Run Time: 105 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo) (Arthaus DVD)

**AHM 108034 $42.99 $38.99**

Choreographer Thierry Malandain conceived his Magifique from Tchaikovsky’s orchestral suites from The Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake, which together comprise a best-of offering from the three iconic ballets.

**Waxhems: George Balanchine Choreography / Lopatikina, Zelensky, Golub [Blu-Ray]**

**Works:** Music by Fauré, Stravinsky and Tchaikovsky. **Artists:** Tugan Sokhiev/Mariinsky Theater Orch., St. Petersburg. Zhanna Ayupova; Andrian Fadeyev; Irina Golub; Ulyana Lopatikina (Dancers). (114 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color) (1 Blu-Ray Video) (Marinsky)

**MARK 0516 $49.99 $44.99**

Regarded as the world’s first abstract ballet, Jewels features music by Fauré, Stravinsky and Tchaikovsky. There is a stark contrast in composition and style for each of the three acts, linked only by the dancers’ dazzling costumes encrusted with colored gems. This video includes a bonus interview with the Artistic Director of the Mariinsky Theatre, Valery Gergiev.

**Antonio Gades:** Fuenteovejuna [Blu-Ray]

**Works:** Antonio Gades (1936 - 2004); Fuenteovejuna. **Artists:** Madrid Teatro Real Orch. Angel Gil; Joaquin Murolo; Cristina Carneros; Alberto Ferrero (Dancers). (1 Blu-Ray Video) (106 min.; Pic Fmt: Blu-Ray, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1) (Teatro Real)

**TERL 97006 $42.99 $38.99**

First performed in 1994 in Genoa, Fuenteovejuna is considered as the ultimate work of Spanish dance, a signature piece of purity and precision. - Performed by the Company Antonio Gades at the Teatro Real, Madrid, on the 75th anniversary of his birth.

**More DVD On Sale!**
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Richards Strauss / Salome [DVD or Blu-ray]

*Artists:* Stefan Soltesz/Deutsche SO Berlin, Reijans; Soffet; Begley; Denoke; Held. (Run Time: 112 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1) (Arthaus) (DVD) AHM 101593 $32.99 $29.99

(Blu-ray Video) AHM 108037 $42.99 $38.99

“Lehnhoff’s strength in this Salome is the psychological accuracy and musicality of his direction... a superb ensemble led by Angela Denoke, with her stunning singing & acting... An enthralling premiere that thoroughly deserved its rapturous reception.” —FAZ

Berg: Lulu / Patricia Petibon is Lulu

*Artists:* Michael Boder/Teatro Liceu Orch., Barcelona, Petibon; Groves; Grundheber; Holland; Juon. (2 DVDs) (DG) 2DGG B001593509 $42.98 $33.98 On Sale

Patricia Petibon is Lulu to the life. She sings Berg’s taxing music with easy, tonal beauty; the roles numerous acuti pose no problem. As The Weekend Australian observed: “Her top register, in particular, has a rich, luminous quality ... that she exploits to great effect”.

ECM Classics Sale

*Andras Schiff plays Robert Schumann*

*Works:* Fantasia, Op. 17; Kinderszenen; Sonata for Piano no 1; Variations on an original theme, WoO 24; Forest Scenes, Op. 82. (2 CD) 2ECM B001611502 $37.48 $28.48 On Sale

"[The Ghost Variations] make a touching ending to a series of wonderfully thoughtful and carefully detailed performances..." —The Guardian

New! Videos On Sale!

*Richard Strauss / Salome [DVD or Blu-ray]*

*Artists:* Stefan Soltesz/Deutsche SO Berlin, Reijans; Soffet; Begley; Denoke; Held. (Run Time: 112 min.; Region: All; Pic Fmt: NTSC, 16:9, Color; Sound Fmt(s): LPCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1) (Arthaus) (DVD) AHM 101593 $32.99 $29.99

(Blu-ray Video) AHM 108037 $42.99 $38.99

“Lehnhoff’s strength in this Salome is the psychological accuracy and musicality of his direction... a superb ensemble led by Angela Denoke, with her stunning singing & acting... An enthralling premiere that thoroughly deserved its rapturous reception.” —FAZ

Virgin Classics Sale

*Duetti / Jaroussky, Cencic, countenors*

*Works:* Baroque duets for two countenors. *Artists:* Christie/Les Arts Florissants. Philippe Jaroussky (CtrTnr); Max Emanuel Cencic (CtrTnr). (1 CD) VCL 709432 $17.98 $14.48 On Sale

“What is startling in this recording is the power of intimacy, as entwining voices and instruments ensnare the listener...when singing with Jaroussky, Cencic allows their vocal timbres to blend gorgeously...” —BBC Music Magazine

On Sale through February 29th

DVD Videos On Sale! 1/800/222-6872